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Preface

%

The exploration of Mars will be a multi-decadal activity. Currently, a scientific program is underway,

sponsored by NASA's Office of Space Science in the United States, in collaboration with international

partners France, Italy, and the European Space Agency. Plans exist for the continuation of this robotic

program through the first automated return of Martian samples in 2014. Mars is also a prime long-term

objective for human exploration, and within NASA, efforts are being made to provide the best integration

of the robotic program and future human exploration missions. From the perspective of human exploration

missions, it is important to understand the scientific objectives of human missions, in order to design the

appropriate systems, tools, and operational capabilities to maximize science on those missions. In addition,

data from the robotic missions can provide critical environmental data - surface morphology, materials

composition, evaluations of potential toxicity of surface materials, radiation, electrical and other physical

properties of the Martian environment, and assessments of the probability that humans would encounter

Martian life forms. Understanding of the data needs can lead to the definition of experiments that can be

done in the near-term that will make the design of human missions more effective.

This workshop was convened to begin a dialog between the scientific community that is central to the

robotic exploration mission program and a set of experts in systems and technologies that are critical to

human exploration missions. The charge to the workshop was to develop an understanding of the types of

scientific exploration that would be best suited to the human exploration missions and the capabilities and

limitations of human explorers in undertaking science on those missions.

This report serves to document the discussions and conclusions of the workshop, as presented there.

Little editorial license has been taken by the editor, except to organize the presentations and recommen-

dations in a logical order, based on the agenda that was developed prior to the workshop. The workshop

consisted of invited presentations on the topics identified in the agenda and group discussions on several

questions. Nearly all of the presentations made at the workshop are included in this report. One of the

questions was discussed in plenary session and three were addressed in subgroups that met separately for

about two hours on the workshop's second day, following which the subgroup chair made brief presenta-

tions to the entire group. Although time was limited, the efforts provided by the subgroups was well
focused and useful.

Funding for this workshop was provided by the Office of Space Flight in NASA Headquarters and

organized and managed by the Lunar and Planetary Institute, in Houston, Texas. An informal program

committee consisted of Gary Martin (Office of Space Flight), Jim Garvin (NASA HQ, Office of Space

Science), Ron Greeley (Arizona State University, workshop Co-Chairman), Doug Cooke (NASA Johnson

Space Center, workshop Co-Chairman), Lewis Peach (Universities Space Research Association), and

Mike Duke (Lunar and Planetary Institute).

Goddard Space Flight Center provided the facilities for the workshop. Special thanks are due to Beverly

Switalkski (GSFC) who made arrangements for space and meeting support and Rich Vondrak(GSFC)

who participated in the workshop and handled many small logistics problems in real time.

Publications support was provided by the PubIications and Program Services Department of the Lunar

and Planetary Institute.

Michael B. Duke

Lunar and Planetary Institute
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AGENDA

January 11,2001

8:30 AM Welcoming remarks: Gary Martin, Jim Garvin, Scott Hubbard
8:50 Organization and Objectives of the Workshop: Ron Greeley, Doug Cooke (Co-chairs)

Opening session: Chair, Doug Cooke

9:10 Scientific Goals of the Mars Exploration Program - Jim Garvin
9:40 Roles of Robots and Humans in Mars Exploration- Matt Golombek

10:00 Problem Statements - Exploration Requirements - What information is required to address problems
as understood now, and how will (should) that change in the next 10-12 years? Presentations and

discussion.

Astrobiology - Chris McKay

Climatology - Dan McCleese
Geology/Geophysics - Ron Greeley

I 1:30 Plenary Discussion: What scientific investigations are most likely to require humans ?

(Jim Garvin, chair, Clive Neal, rapporteur)

What are the characteristics of scientific investigations that make on-site (or at least near at hand)

human participation essential? What are the characteristics of human explorers that meet these
needs ? Need trained observers ? instant feedback from observations ? complex manipulations ?

intregrative powers ? Etc ? What will the important scientific questions be in a post-reconnaissance

exploration program? Are they accomplishable without direct human participation? Are scientific
investigations posed independently of the context of their implementation modes? How does the

implementation mode mold the investigation? Will more complex investigations be posed for

human missions than for robotic missions? How might these differ?

12:30 Lunch

Afternoon session Chair: Ron Greeley

1:30
2:15

2:50
3:15

3:40
4:05

4:30
4:55
5:15

PM Two Astronauts' Perspectives on Mars Exploration - John Grunsfeid and Scott Horowitz

Cognitive Prostheses - Ken Ford
Environmental constraints to surface operations (radiation, toxicity, etc.) - John Charles

Physical limitations (EVA) - Richard Fullerton
Contamination by human explorers - Mark Lupisella
Telerobotic operation of systems (rovers, other equipment) by astronauts on Mars - David Akin

Analog studies in preparation for human exploration - Kelly Snook
Strategic issues for human exploration linking robotic and human exploration - Doug Cooke

Adjourn

January 12

Morning Session Chair: Doug Cooke

8:30

9:00

AM Mars Field Geology, Biology and Paleontology Workshop Results - Pat Dickerson

Scientific Tasks for Humans

Field investigations - Bill Muehlberger

Drilling - Jim Blaclc
Geological Sample analysis - Clive Neal

Astrobiology Sample Analysis - Marc Cohen

Plant growth experiments - Ken Corey
Exploration for Resources - Jeff Taylor
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11:00 AM Plenary Discussion: Can the expected contributions of astronauts to Martian exploration be

quantified? (W. Mendell, chair, R. Vondrak, rapporteur)

_97_at are the criteria that one would use to judge whether a task should be carried out by

astronauts, astronaut-supervised robots, or autonomous robots? Can characteristics of task
intensity (such as critical-observations/hour, number of sites investigated/day, etc.) be utilized?

Carl characteristics of quality of observation (amount of infolTnatiott/obsera,ation, reproducibility

of observation, etc.) be used? tlow can the ability to synthesize information on site be quantified?
_I'Tzat is the value of on-site analysis clone by astronauts? Can the benefits of ability for astronauts

to communicate with scientists on Earth be quantified? How should public interest be

incorporated into the criteria ?

12:00 Lunch

1:00 Breakout Session Discussions

What understanding of Mars is most likely to influence scientific objectives of human missions?
(Jim Garvin, chair, Clive Neal, rapporteur)

Categories for consideration include: (a) scientific knowledge. (b) knowledge of the environment.
Among the current MEPAG objectives, which ones are likely to remain unanswered within a

reasonable robotic program ? Would they become objectives for human exploration ? Which
kllowledge will most influence site selection ?

What science and exploration tasks are best suited to humans? Why? Jim Head, chair, Kelly

Snook, rapporteur)

Some tasks for consideration: reconnaissance sample collection, in-sm_ field observations,
teIeoperated robotic investigations, sample analysis, data evaluation and interpretation, in-situ

rock analysis, drilling.

What information/technology should be developed and managed to minimize human limitations
and maximize science on human missions (continued)? (Chuck Weisbin, chair, Richard

Fullerton, rapporteur)

t_q_at are the principal limitations of hunzans on a Mars exploration mission ? The two principal
types of limitations would seem to be the adequacy of time, resulting from the need for humans to
conduct activities other than science, and reduction of capability that arises from iiaving to work

in the environment at great distances from Earth. Which of these are more important from the

point of view of scientific accomplishment and what technology can be developed to optimize the

return of science from human exploration missions?

3:00 PM Reports from breakout sessions- Chair: Ron Greeley
5:00 PM Adjourn
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Workshop Recommendations

1. Take steps to develop a multi-disciplinary community for science-human

exploration.

a. Establish a HEDS-Office of Space Science Working group with science

community representation

b. Establish a "SDT" for a new OSS/HEDS A/O dealing with issues of

science and human exploration

2. Continue and develop new mechanisms for open communications

a. Develop a web site (Frassanito) where the results of this workshop and
similar information can be accessed

b. Organize cooperative HEDS- science session(s) at technical conferences

c. Create a list server (Neal) that provides a mechanism for interaction

between scientific and technical workers in human exploration of Mars

3. Define controlled experiments that quantify the productivity of humans and their

robotic tools as scientific explorers, including:

a. Field exploration

b. Analytical capabilities

c. Communication of findings between the planetary surface and scientists

and lay people on Earth

4. Explore the capabilities and limitations of robotic tools as aids to human explorers

through development of:

a. Mechanical aids, for complex manipulations, such as sample preparation

b. Observational tools and techniques.

c. Data systems

5. Promote better understanding of the ways in which information gained from

previous missions can be utilized in the design of field experiments, particularly
in:

a. Site selection and characterization

b. Training of astronauts in Mars material recognition and field and sample

data interpretation.

Some guiding principles in developing this community include:

1. The program integration process between the Office of Space Science, Office

of (human) Space Flight, and Office of Biomedical and Physical Sciences

should be strengthened

2. Emphasize incorporation of new ideas and technologies into NASA programs
and architectures

3. Work on attracting young people to exploration

Additional

1.

2.

recommendations:

Support analog studies, such as Haughton Crater field experiments

Conduct student design competitions with community evaluators.
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CONSIDERATION OF QUESTIONS

Four questions were put to the workshop participants:

Can the contribution of astronauts to martian exploration be quantified?

What investigations require humans?

What science and exploration tasks are best suited for humans?

What information and technologies should be developed for human explorers?

These questions were discussed by subgroups (except for the first, which was discussed

in plenary). The summaries of these discussions, as presented in briefing charts compiled

at the workshop, are included here.
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'0 L_

Can the contribution of astronauts

to martian exploration be
quantified?

An Ill-posed Question?

W. W. Mendell

=_ Why Quantify? I&_l=_
z

Any process whose quality cannot be

measured is not worth doing
- Welt-known NASA Administrator

Choices can justified if rankings can be

established.

- Step 1: Convene a panel of experts to derive

quantitative measures which, when put into an

algorithm, will generate a ranking of quality.

- Step 2: Apply the measures using a weighting

algorithm which will yield desired rankings.

What is the Decision? _1_'_."_.-_,

• Should a task be performed by

- An astronaut,

- An astronaut-supervised robot, or

- An autonomous robot

• Based on

- Task intensity

- Precision of observation

- Task complexity

- PR value

- Etc.

Why do we need measures to determine an agent at the task level?

Cornerstones of the NASA Mission:

Science and Exploration

Although the two activities are related, they are

qualita tively dis tinct modes of discovery.

The Space Science Enterprise uses robots for missions.

The Human Enterprise (HEDS) uses the word
'exploration'.

Is there a dichotomy where NASA science implies robots

and NASA exploration Implies astronauts?

_I A Contrast of Processes =l&'_'_._

• The process of scientific research is

designed to produce an incremental

addition to a body of knowledge.

- The purpose of peer review is to ensure that a

usable result is obtained through proper

planning & utilization of accepted procedures.

- Special expertise and often highly specialized

Instrumentation is required.

- Funded research has low risk of unusable
data.

A Contrast of Processes I&,l!=_,

Exploration is a term used when little information

exists prior to an Investigation.

- New information is expected, but its utility is unknown.

- Sponsors of Exploration expect new 'discoveries' that will

lead to unpredictable benefits.

- Tools of Exploration ==re general rather than specialized

because phenomena to be encountered are known only

generally.

- Peer review of Exploration is limited to assessing the success

_nd safety of the planned activities.

- Reconnaissance Is a form of exploration In which the suite of

phenomena Is thought to be known though not quantified.
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Q A Contrast of Processes

• Scientific observation requires

- Rigor

- Specialized training

- Careful preparation of sample or measurement

- Controlled conditions

- Facilities

• Exploration benefits from

- Experience-based expedition planning

- Flexibility

- A set of general skills and broad knowledge

- Ability to operate without infrastructure

Agents of Science & Exploration Ill=-_.J_,_,

• Robots excel at repeated, precise actions In a

predictable environment.

• Humans are better suited to tasks which require

adaptability and flexibility,

• As scientific understanding of an environment

grows, the discovery process becomes more
'scientific' and less 'exploratory'.

• Ultimately, the thorough 'scientific' characterization
of an environment requires instrumentation so

sophisticated or massive that it cannot operate in

the field. 'Sample return' is required.

How to match task & agent? =1_,'_

• With the scientific community and the exploration

planners and the operations experts;

- Map investigations onto a short list of canonical landing sites.

- Break Investigations Into stages of observation and data

collection,

- Define generic activities involved in sorties.

• Collect samples

* Take measurements and photos

• Access unusual features

• Etc.

- Evaluate different modes of task completion using

multidisclplinary teams

- Decide what resources for scientific investigation should be

part of a surface mission on Mars,
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Science and the Human Exploration of Mars Workshop

January 11-12,2001

Summary of plenary discussion on the question: "Can the expected contribution of astronauts to

Martian exploration be quantified?"
(Wendell Mendell, chair; Richard Vondrak, rapporteur)

Dr. Wendell Mendell (JSC) started the discussion by providing his viewpoints in several charts

(see attached). He questioned the premise that it is necessary or even desirable to produce a

quantitative calculation of the relative benefits of human compared to robotic activities. He
contrasted the roles of robotic and human agents, with robots as excellent at repetitive tasks in a

predictable environment and humans better suited to tasks that require adaptability. His
conclusion is that the agents have to be matched to the specific tasks, which vary with the

location and the stages of exploration.

The general audience discussion focused on the theme of identifying those tasks that are best
suited for humans and those that are best for robots.

William Muehlberger (U. Texas) asked the question of how canyons on Mars could be explored.

He pointed out that astronauts would need to travel in a pressurized vehicle and must be able to
remotely measure inaccessible rocks. Site selection could be based on orbital data for context.

Robotic reconnaissance could selwe as a precursor to human exploration.

It was pointed out that, because of the cost of interplanetary travel, only a few astronauts

(perhaps 4 to 8) would be expected on Mars. Therefore, it would be necessary to offload work to
robots. An assertion was made that it is possible to measure human performance, as is done for

occupations as diverse as airline pilots and typists, so it should be able to establish quantitatively
the relative value of automated versus human productivity.

Pascal Lee (SETI Institute) said that EVA time is precious so humans should not be used for

dangerous or tedious tasks. He said that researchers at Carnegie Mellon had tested an automated
search for meteorites in Antarctica and found it more difficult than expected. Geologists were

needed to train the robots to improve their performance.

Jim Head (Brown U.) raised the issue of how the layered terrain could be investigated. In the

polar regions there are hundreds of layers, some only a meter thick, with both low slopes and
deep valleys. Exploration would require drilling of unexposed layers. John Rummel (NASA

HQ) indicated there might be a safety concern if volatilized carbon dioxide were released. Head

argued that we should first send robots, and then humans, with a cooperative strategy rather than

a competition (he made an analogy with humans using pigs to search for truffles).

Mendell said that any exploration strategy should be tailored to the context of the object of study,

with canyons and polar regions requiring very different approaches. A realistic approach could

be determined from prior experience in analogous situations.

Mike Duke (LPI) said that a difficulty with learning from analogs is that analog studies yield

primarily anecdotal data, with limited quantitative value. He cited the Russian space experience

as producing generally stories, rather than documented results. Another difficulty with analogs

is designing controlled interfaces.
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Mendell concluded the discussion by pointing out that 80% of what we know about the moon

(such as its age, composition, and processes) were evident in the rocks returned by Apollo 11.
So there is no substitute for collecting hard evidence as the way to solve difficult problems

(Mendell recalled the experience of Richard Feynman who was stunned to discover that the

Rogers Commission was uninterested in collecting evidence).
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Science and the Human Exploration of Mars Workshop

Plenary Discussion Report.

What Scientific Investigations are the Most Likely to

Require Humans

Over 50 investigations have been proposed for Mars - which ones would require

or would be enhanced by humans? Need to add "search for distinct life" (second

genesis) to the list of investigations.

Need favorable sites and search for evidence of life using robots. Humans would

be involved in the search for the "second genesis".

Is the current robotic program good enough for enabling the proposed

investigations? Does it need ramping up? Do we need more robotic missions in

the plan? Robotic observations are never absolute and require human judgement.

Therefore, could the most sophisticated robotic missions be enhanced by human

presence? However, we are not going to decide that humans are better than

robots so we spend more money. Need to coach the "humans to Mars" concept

as an evolutionary process of humans in space - a question of national

pride/concern. Our job is to be proactive in this by saying "how can humans be

inserted into and expand the currently robotic exploration of Mars?"

Need to distinguish between simple and complex problems. Simple - robots are

to determine where local bedrock is, sample it, and bring it back for analysis.

Complex - multiple objectives at a given site that require human judgement. In

order to maximize exploration potential, both approaches need to be included in

mission planning.

Human advantage over robot - experience, judgement, and ability to create

hypotheses. Based on this, humans need to be inserted early in the program to

maximize the robotic capabilities (e.g., Pathfinder-type mission with humans -

could have brushed dust off surface of rock, operated rover from surface without

the communication lag time).

Decision to send humans to Mars will be political and, therefore, will be related

to risk. Risk can be reduced by knowledge and demonstrated technology. A

stepwise approach will demonstrate credibility in exploration, making the

insertion of humans a logical part of the program. The logical approach will

make it easier for future politicians to approve humans going to Mars.

There have to be clear objectives from which exploration strategies can be

developed. What specifically are the human objectives? Human missions will
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only get governmental support if there is a national interest involved. Science is

only one component that is driving Martian exploration. What would make it a

"national interest"? [Question posed but not answered].

The discussion should NOT be about humans OR robots. They have different

capabilities that operate on different time scales. Humans and robots should be

integrated into an exploration strategy. The current robot-only program needs to

be ramped up to prepare for humans (e.g., nuclear power, sample return - if we

can't return samples can we return humans?).

Capability: should go to a site with many specific goals, but also be adaptable to

discover the unknown, so we need to be adaptable. This is a multi-parameter

problem that can only be resolved by humans going to Mars; they adaptable and

have the ability to iterate and synthesize. Humans allow you to deal with the

unexpected and they can fix broken robots!

What are the implications of inserting human/robot teams? What are the risks
that humans will be allowed to take on Mars? This will determine the role of

humans in the mission partnership. Humans should be sent to complex areas,

robots to simple areas. However, there is a need to see if there are viable spores

in and quantify the oxidation potential of the Martian soil before it is polluted by

the presence of humans.

Two fundamental parameters: access to samples and analysis of samples. Can

this be done by having robots collect the samples and the humans staying at base

camp in the lab to analyze them? Humans would be better at sample

preparation and sample selection for analysis - geological context and

documentation is critical. Humans need not be physically present, but the human
brain does - decisions need to be made in real time. A robot assistant could

repeatedly pick up and get basic characteristics of a rock sample that humans

could evaluate and tell the robot to go back and sample a selection of rocks. If

decisions were made on Earth, efficiency would be impaired because of the time

lag in communications. However, this approach could be used if, say, one were

looking for a needle in a haystack, such as looking for mantle nodules.

Currently, two classes of mission are envisaged - 30 day and 1.5 years. Don't

want to be sitting around in a lab for the 30 day mission as time is precious.

With the 1.5 year mission there will be more time. Robots should be doing the

reconnaissance and pin-pointing interesting areas that humans would then visit.

What technology development track would need to be taken? Risk factors need

to be reduced by investigating how to sustain life (water, growing pants, etc.) on

the surface. Information is needed on the availability of water and radiation flux.

a
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What science and exploration tasks are best suited to humans?

J. Head, Discussion Leader

K. Snook, Rapporteur

What science and exploration tasks are best suited to humans?

Notes from breakout discussion group

January 12, 2001

Attendance:

Jim Head, Chair

Kelly Snook, Rapporteur
- Brian Wilcox

- Peter Smith

- Bill Muehlberger

- Ralph Harvey
- Michael Sims

- MikeHecht

- Steve Hoffman

- John Taylor

- Ken Corey
- Tom Sullivan

- Dave Akin,

- Marc Cohen

- Cynthia Null
- Tom Sullivan

Background discussion: what do humans bring to the picture?

Human Capabilities Relevant to Science and Exploration Tasks

• Synoptic 3-0 View, Both near-field and far-field

• Rapid integration time

° In-situ judgment

• Rapid decision-making

• Rapid mobility

• Increased dexterity

• Extended mobility (rover)

• Increased exploration range
• Ability to accept complex input and respond rapidly

• Ability to deploy complex instruments

• Ability to deploy instrument networks (e.g. gravimeters on Apollo 14)

• Ability to deploy instruments/networks in strategic places (e.g. geophones, seismometers)

• Ability to maximize exploration integration (synergism)
• Temporal integration of input + results (learning, creativity, intuition)

• Serendipity, recognition, experiential leaps, ab-il]tyto react and respond accordingly

• Ability to redesign experiments and build tools

• Generic strength and versatility

• Maintenance of science equipment

• Off-nominal response, ability to sense danger and say 'no'

• Ability to be debriefed and to debrief
• Goal orientation vs. task orientation
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Iterative experimental capability, spontaneous hypothesis and testing

Ability to convey excitement and enthusiasm

What is the key element? Human brain is the key. In sensing and manipulation, human brain is

not necessarily as key. Realistic goal to have almost human-like manipulation and sensing.

Very high performance teleoperator in the next 10-20 years could exceed the capabilities of
humans.

Some Tasks for Consideration:

1) Reconnaissance sample collection

2) Insitu field observations

3) Teleoperated robotic investigations

4) Sample analysis

5) Data evaluation and interpretation

6) In situ rock analysis

7) Drilling

8) Instrument deployment

9) Network deployment

10) Experimentation

11) Real time integration and decision making

12) Site region overview and integration

Example of scientifically rich and interesting site:

Mangala valles - Noachian upland cratered terrain
What would we want to do there?

Why assume smart tools vs. dumb tools like on earth. Intelligent decision making is better suited
to humans.

If you're going to go to the trouble of sending the humans - marginal cost of having them go

EVA isn't that large.

Example of human/robot system good on paper, but not good in practice - human to assist field

geologist in finding meteorites. Robot couldn't keep up. Discussion of robots vs humans

regarding speed.

Are there things if you add time delay, etc remote operated scenario that the human can do that
machines can't do better?

Proposed thought experiment: if you had all the money, budget, etc of a human program and did

it all robotically, would you be able to get the same science? Intuitive answer is no.

What studies/technologies are needed?

1) Well integrated, controlled, analog field studies and tests

2) Rover task/field tests andcapability development

3) How best humans and robots work together

4) Technology development to increase sensing, mobility, and manipulation of robots, in the

context of performing science with humans

5) Develop "in laboratory" capabilities - analysis and handling

6) Extend human capabilities (?? Not sure what this means)

7) Mars reference landing sites and requirement definition

8) Identify crucial problems where technology will make a difference

9) Digging and drilling technology
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What information and

technologies should be developed

for human explorers ?

C. Weisbin, Group Leader

R. Fullerton, Rapporteur

*Respective Human & Robot Strengths (ideal)

HUMAN (cognitive)
• Flexibility

• Redundancy
• Communication

• Learning

• Taking risks

• Problem solving
• Decision-making
• Etc.

• Not expendable

ROBOT

•Physical strength and power

•Speed of

movement/computation

•Repeatability

•Constancy of performance

• Short term storage capacity

•Complete erase capability
•Reaction time

•Data acquisition, precision

•Expendable

*Compatibility at the human-robot interface is required to optimize the performance and
effectiveness of the overall human-robot system. Compatibility is required to get the best ofboth

worlds (human and robot) and not the worst.
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Robot & Human Surface Operations

Humans and Robots Complement Each Other

llumans are supremely capable of working in unstructured situations

Robots can do heavy duty work and provide force amplification

Human/robot cooperation enhances endurance, precision, reliability, speed,

situation awareness, etc.

Robots can enhance human safety - it is safer to send robots to high-risk areas

Accessibility - Machines can be built to function in a micro-world or a macro-world

not reachable by humans.

Division of Labor - Let Each Do What It Does Best

- Humans concentrate on supervising and ensuring the performance of the machine's functions, and
perhaps perception beyond signal processing.

- Machines can also be "wired" through tele-presence to emulate the dexterity of humans; this assumes
that an astronaut is proximate to the robotic system so that there are no appreciable time delays.

- Human dexterity, versatility, adaptability, and intelligence are in many situations still unmatched by
any machine.

- Structurability and predictability of the work environment are real considerations. The greater the
communication delay (Iight time) the more autonomous the rcmote systems must be.

Robot & Human Surface Operations

Need More In-Depth Quantitative Analysis

•Relative strengths of humans and robots in performing a wide variety of tasks
is well-established CONCEPTUALLY

•Humans are unequaled in unstructured situations

•Robots are good at high-risk access
-Etc.

•There is a wealth of EXPERIENCE to validate these general notions

•Armstrong's decision-making in lunar terminal descent maneuver could

not have been done reliably with robotic spacecraft

•Robots have gone to "worse-than-hell" places (Venus, Jupiter) not

currently accessible to humans

•Systematic comparisons that validate these general concepts have not been

fully investigated for a wide range of envisioned surface operations
•Need standardized METRICS to quantify performance

•Need rigorously defined criteria to EVALUATE relative performance

•Need controlled EXPERIMENTS to arrive at systematic comparisons
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Information/Technology Summary

Constraints/Limitations

Safety

Time availability

Time delay
Contamination

Task allocation (e.g. for one month exploration activity)

Relative performance

Human preference

Serendipity

Field and Test (maximize use of existing activity)

Read devices, real data

Required technology advances/systems analyses

Assure operations compatibility
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PRESENTATIONS
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Science and the Human Exploration of Mars Workshop

Goddard Space Flight Center
Jan 11-12

Doug Cooke

January [ t

Workshop Objectives

• Provide Martian exploration goals and objectives for use in

determining HEDS program content and focus.

• Develop a better understanding of the potential capabilities of

humans working through tools and machines on the surface of
Mars.
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Workshop Topics

Martian science requirements for human exploration.

- What are the principal scientific questions that are most likely to require human

explorers on Mars?

- At what stage in the exploration process would humans on Mars make a difference?

- What understanding of Mars is most likely to influence human exploration

objectives?

Human exploration capabilities and constraints.

- What are capabilities of and constraints to humans exploring Mars?

- What science exploration tasks are best suited for human explorers?

- What are the most important capabilities/tools that should be provided to astronauts

when they are exploring Mars? (This includes supporting tools, semi-autonomous

robots, laboratory instruments, etc.).

Approach to Workshop

• Presentations providing various perspectives on the issues

• Plenary sessions to discuss issues

• Breakout sessions to address specific questions

• Reports from Breakout sessions
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Workshop Products

• Presentation Materials

• Summaries of the major points developed through Discussions

• Overall Summary and Recommendations
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GEOLOGIC HISTORY OF MARS
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CHARACTERIZE THE INTERIOR

GEOLOGY-GEOPHYSICS GOAL
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Astrobiology & Human

Exploration of Mars

Chris McKay

NASA Ames

cmckay@mail.arc.nasa.gov

If the answer is:

• The Mars Program

- rovers

- sample return

- robotic outposts

- human exploration
- human settlement

• What is the Question?

Astrobiology motivation

• Mars had early wetter environment:

- comparing early Mars and early Earth

• Test the idea that life will arise on any

suitable planet; cosmic implications

• Searching for evidence of life from early
Mars

Robotic Mars Program

• Focus on search for environment and

minerals associated with past water

• Eg: paleolake and hydrothermal minerals

• Could result in good evidence for fossil life

on Mars

Was there life on lVlars?

Is not the main question

The main question is:

Was there a second genesis
of life on Mars?

What is the biochemistry?

What was its ecology.'?

Only one life on Earth:

we seek a second example

(image of tree of life here)
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Fossils are not enough:

Possible source of phylogenetic

information on Martian Life

• Viable spores in the soil (very unlikely)

• Extant subsurface life

• Organisms preserved in amber or salt

• Organisms preserved in permafrost

Really Big Question:

Could Mars have a

biosphere once again?

Life to Mars

Implications for robotic

& robotic outpost programs

Biology Demonstrator Mission

- grow bacteria in martian soil

-grow plants in martian soil

• Assess biohazard of soil

• Helps defuse planetary protection
- both forward and backward

• Precusor to human visits

Life to Mars

Robotic Outposts

• Establish & demonstrate agricultural

systems

• Experiment with natural ecosystems
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Mars climate: .... ....
Science Opportunities and

......Operational Dependence for
Human Explorers

Dan McCleese ............................

JPL

Martian Climate

--_-- ---1--- -- -- -r.,_- -- -- _- -- -_l.,--_ m- _ -- -- -ll,--.-- -- -i_--- -- -- _-- -- --ll-- -- --_..- _-- "--_l'-- --

• Human exploration will contribute understanding in
and be influenced by Martian Weather and ...........
CIimate.

Data recently acquired by MGS orbiter confirm earlier
findings that Mars is rife with evidence of weather and
climate evolution.

• Surface records such as polar layered terrains appear to
capture cl mate variability estimated to extend fro 10 Myrs.
To 1 Byrs.

Vehicles entering the Martian environment will
experiencenatural variability of the
atmosphere.
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-- " -----i ---- i ---- . -----_ ---- J -----i -----k ---- J -----. .... i l- J --

•--A program o_-obS_rvo-_ons_f_rs_lim_e, _s 4-

history and evolution requires: :_ _ :__:.....

Orbital observations of global and regional phenomena

• T(p), Dust(p), H20(p), Clouds(p)

Fixed meteorology_tations (order 20 sites, global).

Acquisition and return to Earth of samples of l_:-_-
atmosphere, rock and soil. ...... -- •

• Global, or near-global, access to the surface by
robots and humans is essential.

Examples of high priority sites include high latitudes.

Polar layered terrain above 1+ 75 degrees

• Layered terrains near both p0ieS:are among the

most important lsites for climatology,
=

Perhaps the best long-term record of climate

change in the solar: system

Layers are thought to be variable mixtures of
dust and ice recording quasi ,regular

astronomical variability

:i Terrain's slopes are trafficable..
:ii: ....

Humans are enabling in this field of Mars

science: : : : : • ::
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Mars Climate
_ _ _ I --_l _ _ n _ _ n I -- _ i _ _ l m _ _ I --_ l _ _ _ I m _ n u l_ l m _ _

• Priority of Mars climatology enabled by humans
might be comparable with that of current robotic
biology experiments

Unfortunately the first decade of Mars Surveyor
exploration includes no bio ogy experiments
Similarly prospects for access to the high latitude sites
by humans seems r em_te_ 1 _ _ " _ _ 1 _ ....... _ _ _ _ 1 _ _ _ _ _ _

• Achieving needed range of human mobility must
begin by extending range of rovers

• Extending operating environments for humans
begins with achieving global access by robotics

m

Martian Climate
1-- 1-- --I1----- J w_-i _m . ---- . --m--- _'--" i _'! ------' ----_--

• Global sca!eatmospheric phenomena
represent challenges to human explorers

Upper atmosphere variability could be
hazardous to vehilesthat aerocapture into
orbit

Recently discovered dust devils, will want to
be identified and perhaps forecast

Global'scale and regional dust stormsl although not
hazardous, may limit human activities and possibly
communications,_! .......... i .................................................
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J

Martian Climatogy
..... _ _j .... _ _j J I -- j_ J J _[ _ilj. _ilj_ _l il }) _ _I i_ ..... [ _T I

• Density at aerocapture altitudes varies up
to a factor 5.

In response to regional and global dust storms.

• Airborne dust alters visibility of the

atmosphere, such that nearby mountains

maybe obscured: •

• Atmospheric pressure at surface varies by
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Martian Climate

Dan McCleese

Chief Scientist

Mars Program Office

_JPL
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Martian Environment:Thesurfaceof Mars isa dynamicenvironment.This chartshowsthe passageof a dusIdevildireclyover
the Pathlnder landeras recordedbythe !an,led pressureand windsensorsin the meteorologypackage.Thesedustdevilsare
common at many_catiens overtheptanet'ssurface.Dustdevilsmaybe theprimarymechanismbywhichdust is liftedat at the
onset ol duststorms.

I
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Martian Environment:Thedynamicenvironmentof Marsmayimpactmission implementationstrategies,for exampleaemcapture.
The chartshowsthe changein pressurewithtime(and MGSorbitnumber)at altitudesof 61 km derivedfrom ground-basedMars
disk-averagedmicrowavedata Iselidtriangles)and 126km dedvedfrom MGSacceterometer(opencircles),both normalizedto
sudacepressure.The arrowindicatestheonsetof the Neachisduststorm,
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Human exploration objectives: Today, the investigations of the robotic program, characterized simply as "follow the water" and the

"search for evidence of lite", are likely to be adopted by human explorers, The image shows the edge of the permanent north polar

cap of Mars that has a great many layers, The layers have a thickness ranging from less than 10 m to tens of meters. The layers

are thoughl to be expressions of climate variations, possibly induced by the known variabiSty in the obliquity of the orbit of Mars,

Human explorers may have, al location such as thi.' direct access !o the histor/of Martian climate change.

,_.'_;_ _, _ __.__',]1_._.,_. ,_7" _ _'_ _:_._'-_: "_-:" _ ,..-:

Human explorationobjectives:The northwallof Newton Craterhas many narrowgullieserodedintoit.These are hypothesizedto

have been formedby flowingwalerand debrisflow.At thesegullieshuman explorersmay have relativelyeasy access Io

subsurface water, perhaps from depths of a few hundred meters, possibly from great depth.
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Cognitive Prostheses

Kenneth M. Ford

Institute for Human & Machine Cognition

University of West Florida

ABST_4CT

This emerging concept of human-centered computing represents a significant shift in

thinking about intelligent machines, and indeed about information technology in general.

It embodies a "systems view," in which human thought and action and technological

systems are seen as inextricably linked and equally important aspects of analysis, design,

and evaluation. This framework focuses less on stand-alone exemplars of mechanical

cognitive talent and is concerned more with computational aids designed to amplify

human cognitive and perceptual abilities. EssentiaIly these are cognitive prostheses,

computational systems that leverage and extend human intellectual capacities, just as the

steam-shovel was a sort of muscular prosthesis. The prosthesis metaphor implies the

importance of designing systems thatfit the human and machine components together in

ways that synergistically exploit their respective strengths. The design and fit of these

computational prostheses require a broader interdisciplinary range than has traditionally

been associated with AI work, including computer scientists, cognitive scientists,

physicians, and social scientists of various stripes. This shift in perspective places

human/machine interaction issues at the center of focus. The "system" in question isn't

"the computer" but instead includes cognitive and social systems, computational tools,

and the physical facilities and environment. Thus, human-centered computing provides a

new research outlook, with new research agendas and goals. Building cognitive

prostheses is fundamentally different from AI's traditional Turing Test ambitions -- it

doesn't set out to imitate human abilities, but to extend them. As humans contemplate

journeys to Mars and beyond, research requirements clearly exist for developing a wide

range of performance support systems for both astronauts and ground operations

personnel.
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Cognitive Prosthesis

Notes by Doug Cooke

Cognitive Prothesis information was gleaned from discussions with Ken Ford from the University of
West Florida and from an article in Computer Magazine by Scott Hamilton. This was published in the

January 2001 edition. The title of the article is "Thinking Outside the Box at the IHMC".

Although Ken was not able to attend this workshop, I thought it was important to relay some of the key

points and strategies that he would have discussed. Our discussions tend to revolve around humans

versus robots and humans collaborating with robots. The ideas incuded here take this discussion into a

different dimension.

Cognitive Prosthesis involves the study of human cognition, studying the human being as a system.
Based on this knowledge, the focus of this activity is to augment the capabilities of the human and

overcome his limitations. The idea is not to replicate a human being through robotics, but to augment

his capabilities.

In looking at human capabilities "humans are wonderful analog computers that process huge quantities
of data, often without conscious awareness." The human brain is able to react instantaneously to

stimuli, based on all its memory and experience, without any apparent logical search. On the other

hand, computers have tremendous logical capabilities and computational skills. If there is a close and

carefully designed interchange between them, the combination can be made more powerful.

Examples of prostheses are:

• Eyeglasses, which augment the eye, but don't replace them.

• A steam shovel run by a person greatly enhances his ability to dig.

• The pathfinder rover was an extension of the scientists on earth.

Examples such as these can all be made more effective by designing the human and machine as a

system. "Build a total system that includes the user. Fit the human and machine components together

in ways that synergistically exploit their respective strengths."

Ken recommends a "shift from making artificial super humans who replace us to making

superhumanly intelligent artifacts that can amplify and support our own cognitive abilities."

Our current EVA suits are designed to minimize their debilitating effects on the humans who use them,

yet they are still debilitating. Imagine an EVA suit that is designed to enhance the astronauts' abilities

in terms of information and computational augmentation available; and in terms of enhanced strength,

mobility, and sensory inputs. It could have miniaturized sensors built into the gloves that can make the

appropriate scientific measurements that aid in sample selection. There could be additional sensors that

provide data that address other scientific investigations. This data could all be computationally

integrated and provided to the astronaut real time in the suit, as well as being transmitted back to Earth.

In our thinking about what can be achieved on exploration missions, we should begin to look forward

and conceptualize how our capabilities to perform with humans could be advanced well beyond

today's capabilities and experience. In our thinking of future designs, these concepts should be

employed to maximize performance and achievement. The discussion of robotics and human

interaction should begin to include the idea of merged humans and machines.
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Physical interface to workplace
• Sensible workload

[Human-to-system interface] i
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!_A_{_IIIICAr._ _.__ B!Oastronautics
CritiCa!PathRoadmap(CPRI

.... CPR: blueprint for focusedevolving research and technology for '!risk reduction" to
prevent or reduce the risks to humans in space environment

•. Mars Design Reference M_sjon (1ggT) ,"most challenging, scenario

,. dent fled': 55jisks. 343 critical questions in_12- risk areas
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Current (1999)

expert
on minimum .

adequate gravity
level

g>O,5 g=O O<g<O.5
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m

O.OO
pgrson/yesr

|
0.90

i]erson/iniss|oll Note: Decreased productivity, increased risk while crew
reduced by 1-2 (including care-giver)

_ala fr_ R _ttJo_, _n_sr/ I g98, and O Ham_lc_, J_e 199i

" _LA significant amount o_gro_ed aM specialized flight
research will be required to support Crewed Planetary

Expeditions
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Start with passi-vetasks, progress to strenuous task.,
First t-3 days activities limited to reconfiguration of
lander/habitat and surface reconnaissance

-. Tllen,_conduct_firstMars_Nalk(s)Fn vicinity of lander
(Umbilrca! instead of backpack?)

_ -Nex _tTu_euhpressudzed rover for early, shorter
excursions

_-Aftera week o_"more_ extended excursions are
._- poss_le
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Outline

Human Contributions

Tasks For Humans (History and Future)

Environmental and Physical Limitations

Human and Robotic Implementation Options

Ground Test Experience

Needed Enabling Information and Technology

Strategic Issues

Summary
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Human Contributions

While automated means are appropriate for selected applications, the
combination of human and robotic capabilities provides leverage to enable
otherwise difficult or impossible ventures.

Productivity - Use of the brain's creative cognitive abilities enables
rapid on-scene decisions which overcome time delays and data
bandwidth limits.

Reliability - Adaptive and proven capability for manual response to
unforeseen, unique and non-repetitive activities

Cost/Mass - Less need to expend resources upon complex, redundant
and fully automated designs

• Terrestrial Benefits - Human space activities engage public interest
and advance new opportunities

Metrics = S/data/time, hdw replace risks/costs/time, automation costs, spinoff $

Tasks For Humans

History

• Apollo lunar geology prospecting and instrument deploy

• Skylab (solar array release, thermal shield install, science repairs)

• Mir (solar array assembly, docking system repairs, external science, commerce)

• Shuttle contingencies (Ku antenna stow)

• Satellite servicing (Solar Max, Westar/Palapa, Leasat, GRO, Intelsat, Eureca,
Spartan, HST)

• ISS planned and unplanned assembly (mech, elec, fluid)

• ISS maintenance/repair (2A FGB antennas, 2A.2a Node antenna, 2A.2b SM TV
target, 4A solar arrays ........... )

Mars Exploration

• Infrastructure setup & repair (power generation/distribution, radiation shielding)

• Science equipment setup and repair (surface sensors, drills, rovers)

• Access and study of challenging terrain (outcrops, ravines, rock fields, subsurface)

• Rescue (crew and hardware)
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Environmental and Physical Limitations

Environmental

• Radiation (exposure time constraint and health risk)

• Temperature (extreme hot and cold varies with altitude, seasons and day/night)

• Pressure (1/100 atmosphere, CO2 rich, requires special CO2 and thermal sys)

• Lighting (constrains work time and distance in unfamiliar areas w/o artificial lighting/power)

• Dust (defeats pressure seals, obscures vision and solar arrays)

• Wind (entrained dust erodes, obscures and moves unsecured hardware)

• Gravity (extended 0-G and 1/3-G exposure time weakens bones and muscles)

• Organic Contamination (2 way issue impedes productive time)

• Terrain (slopes/cliffs, obstacles, instability, hardness impede site access)

Physical

• Productive time (limited by assy/maint/ops overhead, exercise, sleep, meals, comm coverage)

• Mobility (only limited by transport aids, suit mass/bearings/consumables, tools)

• Five senses (degradation by enclosures can be compensated by info aids & sensors)

Exploration Implementation Options

_obot Method

_,emote teleoperation

:ully automated

Human Role Data
Scope

Earth based control Lowest

-.Earth based monitoring Low

_ocal teleoperation )rbital habitat

.ocal teleoperation ..ander habitat-No EVA

lariable autonomy Lander habitat-No EVA

lariable autonomy Lander habitat-No EVA

3ressurized garage)

Jariable autonomy

dockable to habitat)

Canned mobility

No EVA Capability)

_recursors only Suited humans on foot

Site
_,ccess

_owest

_OW

_OW

LOW

Low

Low

Low-Med

Med-Hi

Highest

LOW °

Med

Low-

Med

vled

ded

ded

-ligh

-tighest_/ariable autonomy Suited transportable

total crew access) humans (w/Rovers)

elost

low

Low-Med

vled

tied-Hi

tied-Hi

Vled-Hi

.high

Vled-Hi

.highest

Hdw

Repair

None

None

None

None

qone

_artial

_artial

:ull

=ull

afety

isk
',lone

qone

.OW

-tigh

.high

High

Highest

Med

Med°Hi
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Needed Enabling Information and Technology

Environmental Data

• UV and particle radiation levels at surface

• Season, daily and altitude variations of atmospheric composition, temp, press,
dust, natural lighting and wind speed/direction

• Dust and wind impacts to convective/radiation heat transfer and solar flux

• Soil/dust chemical composition, reactivity, electrostatic charge, size, shape, mass

• Soil bearing strength, penetration resistance, cohesion, adhesion, abrasion

• Amount of trapped pressurized fluids/gases, volatile gases and toxic materials

• Terrain characteristics and maps (slopes, cliffs, caves, ravines, craters, obstacle

size/distribution, surface instability, subsurface/rock hardness)

• Touch temperatures of surface and subsurface materials

• Short/long term effects from corrosion and abrasion of suit materials and coatings

Technology

• Portable life support, surface transport, airlocks, infolnav aids, robotics, facilities

• Radiation protection, insitu resources, compact power, sample curation

Strategic Issues

- Existing NASA EVA capability is over 23 years old. Only useable in zero gravity and hard
vacuum. High costs to purchase, operate and sustain. Only minor upgrades are practical.

- No noteworthy EVA projects sponsored by other U.S. or International govemmental agencies,
commercial industry or academia.

- Existing programs and flat budgets leave few resources for new ventures.

- No incentives to re-invest potential cost savings or commercial profits.

- Near total adversion to human risks and costs constrains progress.

- EVA is a victim of past successes. Perceived by many to be "rich" & ready for instant callup.

- ISS funding for EVA technology development has been cut by 50% in FY01 and 100% in
FY02. All that remains comes from Code U NRA's and SBIR.

- Downward spiral of funding roller coaster makes it impossible to sustain NASA expertise,
industrial competition and targeted university research. Existing low TRL solutions languish
and limited expertise continues to disappear.

- Existing research solicitation processes will not achieve desired results

- Single page announcements no substitute for SOW or quantified requirements

- NASA expertise excluded or discouraged as peer reviewers and Pl's

- No project level dollars for targeted competitive procurements

- More visions and initiatives than coordinated resources (Code M, R, S, U, Centers)
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Summary

- Human beings have robust cross c.utting skills which historically
enabled terrestrial, undersea and space exploration. Future

space exploration and commercial endeavors will be less
productive and less successful without human intervention.

- It will take up to 10 years to develop and produce a destination
independent set of flight and training quality hardware ready to
support existing and long term programs.

- Potential exists to reduce high costs of sustaining current
hardware thru less expensive new hardware and scrubbing of
current inefficiencies. Government resource commercialization

not possible unless legal prohibitions removed and profit
retention incentives created.

- Future programs are in jeopardy if advanced EVA and robotic
capabilities are not consistently and adequately developed.
Existing efforts are not effective or sustainable.

Backup
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Human Operated External Work System J

VehiclelScienceFFoo_
Interfaces

Environmental }
Garment

Anthr°p°metric I I Airl°ckEVA Suit I Interactive JRobotics

Life Support
System

I

oost, adiatio.,MMO0.I

l Th at'c°°taminati°° L_ _J

Self & I

Limitations of Existing Architecture
EVA overhead penalties are high in terms of mass, volume and time. Historically, less than 20%
of crew time related to EVA is spent on productive external work. 2600 Ibs and 90 ft3 were
manifested for suits, tools, carriers and consumables on STS-103 for Hubble Space Telescope
servicing (1470 Ibs and 60 ft3 for 4 suits). The 300 Ib mass and 13 ft3 stowage volume of the
current U.S. suit is not compatible with the restricted delivery capacity of remote exploration.

The mass, mobility and visibility of the current suits are not compatible with partial gravity
planetary environments. Suited body control in zero gravity is also hampered by these factors.
The current U.S. suit is twice as heavy as the Apollo suit and is not designed for kneeling,
prolonged walking or inertia free handling. Arm/hand work envelope and foot visibility are
severely degraded by chest mounted controls. Physical comfort is not sustainable for high

frequency work in partial gravity.

Suit protection from dust intrusion is inadequate. Even the Apollo suits would have been doubtful
for more than 3 days of lunar work due to highly abrasive minerals preventing rotation of mobility
bearings.

Available thermal insulation materials either only work in vacuum conditions or are thick and
impede suit mobility and glove dexterity. Even with active heating, touch temperatures are limited
to short durations and narrow ranges (-120 to +150F).

Radiation environment definition, monitoring and protection are inadequate beyond earth's
ionosphere.

Suit consumables are wastefully expended and require frequent replenishment or considerable
time/power to recharge. Heavy cooling water is vented. CO2 scrubbing canisters require
wholesale replacement or time/power consuming bakeout between sorties. No insitu resource
utilization is possible.

No real suit maintenance capability exists beyond limited resizing and consumables replacement.
Spares change out is only done via large integrated assemblies. Many intricate parts are not
crew serviceable,
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Limitations of Existing Architecture (cont)

- The effects of planetary unique gases (such as argon) on EVA physiology are undefined,

- Medical monitoring and treatment of EVA crew is minimal. Cannot yet quantitatively track fatigue or
decompression sickness symptoms. Non-intrusive and 100% 02 compatible devices are lacking.
There is no effective insult treatment capability for injury or illness.

- Sensitive environments and science devices are contaminated from suit by-products (water,
particulates, atmosphere leakage).

- EVA information processing is limited to suit/medical telemetry and is based on old technology that
is not inflight reprogrammab_e. Radio communication is the sole means of information exchange for
science interaction, worksite unique data and navigation/tracking status. Visible imagery is
marginally captured by simple photographic means. Reference information is paper based
because no compatible display yet exists. Hands tree interaction is needed to avoid fatiguing
manual efforts and obstructed work volumes,

- Robotic EVA aids in use are primarily large arms with limited mobility and dexterous capability.
Human capable wheeled rovers are not in development. Highly mobile and dexterous robotics get
limited attention. None are yet fully develbped for autonomous inspections, cargo handling,
worksite setup, crew tracking or self charginglstoragelmaintenance. Most are too reliant upon
unique visual and handling aids.

- Airlock designs have remained static. Depress/repress gas is still vented or pumped with large
power penalties. Existing designs are not compatible with dust/biologic isolation or hyperbaric
treatment.

- Separate self rescue and emergency tile support limits return range and adds to suit mass/votume

- Tools are limited to manual force/torque reaction & zero-G transport/restraint. Limited

environmental & mechanical analysis devices. No drills. Few true repair options. Delicate
materials not easily handled.

Advanced EVA Technology Topics

Challenges Priorities

CO2, humidity, trace gas removal

02 storage and delivery

Low habitat and suit pressures
Thermal heating/cooling

Suit entry design

Anthropometric sizing
Backpack integration/maintenance

Self rescue integration

Gloves

MCP physiology and comfort
Dust protection

Radiation definition/protection

Contamination provisions

Low temperature tolerance

Low bulk multipressure thermal insulation

Strong, durable, light materials

Small high energy power supply

Wireless sensors/actuators

Airlock entry and exit

Airlock gas loss prevention
DCS studies and monitoring

Hyperbaric treatment
Non intrusive medical sensors

Navigation end communication

Multlsenso_ Into displays & controls
Automation

Freeflyer, manipulator & rover aids

Mechanical strength/dexterity aids

Ergonomic Interfaces

Design/mobility/fit tools

Environmental test facilities

Vehicle interface standards

Field test experience and verification

- Integrated Concept Definition and
Requirements (suit, airlock, robotics)

- CO2 system

- MassNolume reduction and system
definition (SSA and LSS)

- 02 system

- Environmental Protection _thermal,

puncture, radiation, dust)

- Thermal Control System

- Test Personnel and Facilities

- Analysis Tools

- Power supply system

- Instrumentation and into technology
{wireless, sensors, automation,
controls/displays and crew/vehicle
interfaces)
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Intelligence Enhancement Concepts

Miniature and low power environmental sensors (portable or suit mounted for magnification, range finding, x-ray,
UV, IR, radar, low light, geochemistry, biochemistry, electromagnetic fields, radiation)
Small, low power, low light, multiwave length, variable foous/range camera (suit mounted, HUD or laser poinlJng
image feedback)
Low mass, ultra-low volume, low power and wireless sensors (mobility, suit life support, extemal environment,
contamination)
Small, tow power, high intensity lighting systems (suit mounted and portable)
Interactive hands free EVA displays and controls for system telemetry/functions and photo/TV images of
environment and vehicle interfaces. Capab_qityfor crew and ground team updates of software format and content.
Multiuse displays to be portable for suit or vehicle mounting. Helmet and arm mounted displays featuring miniature
optics, low power, low profile and voice activation,
Ultraminiature, Iow power, long range and multiuser radio (voice, video, data, commands)
Autonomous terrain/spacecraft mapping, navigation and crew tracking integrated with crew and ground team
displays. Data supplied by satellite, robotics or cameras attached to suited crew. Target recognition to include
artificial landmarks (e g. coloredlpattemed flags, targets, radio beacons)
Non-invasive, low power, wireless, 100% 02 compatible medical sensors (blood N2. ECG, temp, fatigue)
Continuous autonomous system monitoring, trend analysis, diagnostics, malfunction response and feedback for
orbital and planetary mission EVA systems (aidock, suits, robotics, tools) in collaboration with crewmembers and

ground team members
Autonomous systems that can support voice communication with and learning from ground support team members
and space explorer crew
Adaptive collaborative system for labeling, recording, cataloguing and ret_eval of EVA collected science data
(science samples, photos, video, technical notes, etc)
Autonomous intelligent inventory management system accessible by cre,,wnembers and ground teams

Planetary EVA Ops Questions

1. Comfortable walkable distance and rate (single day)

2. Forced march walking distance and rate (single day)

3. Safe return cache spacing and contents

4. Normal duration of EVA sortie (egress-ingress)

5. Mandatory duration of consumable margin (nominal and backup systems)

6. Normal duration of EVA prep and post activities

7. Number of elapsed days before initial EVA (post arrival)

8. Duration of initial EVAs (post arrival)

9. Minimum distance of safe visibility (dust storm severity)

10. Terrain constraints (stable footing, slope angle, caves, cliff edges, overhangs,

11. Rescue capabilities (climbing harness, winch,

12. Injury treatment (suited in the field or suitless in a safe haven)

13. Training materials access (in-suit or at safe haven or both, full or partial access)

14. Minimum number and location of EVA crew outside (nominal, emergency)

15. Maximum number and location of EVA crew outside (nominal, emergency)

16. Minimum comm and sensor/data definition (voice, email, suit, weather, navigation)

17. Permission for recreational or PAO oriented EVA (in transit or after arrival)

18. Cable routing and crossover techniques (bury, elevate, ramp)

19. Lighting and temperatures constraints on EVA duration, location, distance, etc

20. Robotic aid preferrences (pressurized, unpressurized, range, cargo/crew capacity)

21. Suit rechargability constraints (avoid for nominal EVA, OK or not while outside)
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Ground Test Experience

• ApolIo/USGS experience, 1970's

• Comparative suit mobility tests (EMU, Mark Ill, AX-5), JSC, 1980's

• Comparative suit mobility tests (A7LB, EMU, Mark Ill), JSC, 1996

• Shirt sleeved geology exercises, Death Valley, 1997

• Lower torso mobility tests (Mark III), KC-135, 1997

• Mobility and geology exercises (Mark Ill), Flagstaff, 1998

• Remote site experience, Antarctica, 1998

• Mobility and robot aid tests (I-suit, Marsokod rover), Mojave Desert, 1999

• Mobility tests (D, I and H suits), JSC, 1999

• Reconnoiter of Devon Island as future test site, Canada, 1999

• Rover seating tests, KC-135, 2000

• Mobility, geology, drilling, power deploy demos (ATRV rover, HII suits), JSC, 2000

• Mobility, geology, drilling, power deploy demos (ATRV rover, H/I suits), Flagstaff, 2000

• Remote site experience, Antarctica, 2000/1
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Human Mars Mission Contamination Issues

M. L. Lupisella

• A potential challenge for a human Mars mission is that while humans are by most measures

the obvious best way to search for life on Mars, we may also be the most problematic in that

we could unduly compromise the search for life by contaminating relevant environments

and/or possibly adversely and irreversibly affecting indigenous life.

• Perhaps more problematic is the fundamental epistemic challenge of the "one data point"

limitation which could decrease confidence in applying terrestrially based research to

extraterrestrial life issues in general.

• An informal decision tree is presented as one way to begin thinking about contamination

issues. There are many sub-questions and distinctions not shown such as biological vs. non-

biological (but biologically relevant) contamination, viable vs. dead organisms, masking

indigenous organisms vs. merely making the search more difficult, and independent origin vs.

panspermia distinctions.

• While it may be unlikely that terrestrial microbes could su_'ive on Mars, let alone reproduce

and unduly compromise the search for life, the unpredictable potential for microbial life to

survive, grow exponentially, evolve and modify (and sometimes destroy) environments,

warrants focusing carefully on biologically relevant contamination as we prepare to send

humans to the first planet that may have indigenous life-forms.

A Decision Tree for Addressing Human Mars Mission Contamination tssues

To wh_t extent will there be con t,_rnin ntis?

I
I I

N.g_g_bl• Subslantta_ IdAIln_quantlly'_

{dofin_lquantifyl Could such conlamhlaUOn cornpromt_e indigenous I_te?

_r 1 I i
no yls

GOI Could such con am na on undu_y_ To what oxtwnt can _ _HOU_O I WILl. we c_tro_ it?

compr_;se the search lot I_e7 / I [ I

/ EFFEC_VeLy NOT _FEC_r_LV
f

t '1 / | WI_ contamination be Ioc=1 _ global?

no y=• _ I

Local

KEY

Primarily scientJl]¢ ques¢ions

p_IMARJ_Y SCLENTE_ICJTECm_CI, J- _SSUES WrrH POLL_Y c_Mp_NEPrr

PRIT_IAI_IL Y POL[CY IS 511E5 WITI! $CIENTI¥ IC,TECll COMPO_N r

del_d_ncy

I
Global

IZ car•at•:

we have ._deqoate c_neR,.A _o_ ASSESSinG T_ UlOIC_EC_ STylUS OV UAg.S_
krmwledge o¢ pla_6t

WE ST_,y "LOCAL" _ I_,g- How wetl can we exit•polar, from a _w mlss_ons?|

II |, I ,
I ................|" ' • Few M|sslor_: •_y _ •

s'r,_,xusO_ LOC_L_ ? HOW man "_WhQ a'_

ORILL_ HOW DE_P? ETC. O_l? H_ p / P

II L. ...........' / I

/ - - _ u_, / I u_,
mtsslo_s. NoL_fe pots • Not.if• I

cont_mlnauonr OO WE _EED Htr_AW_?

RUMAN P' DgT'£C'nON pOLICV _ [ No hlom_ns

('E _ AVOID DIRECT CON'rM_r _n

] As_s_m_nin_ize contamlna_on

I_[T]AI.LY, STUDY R_MOTELY [,'OR _ As_ssfminim]z• _u_ to many roUot_c n-_lssfohs
TBD TIME, ETC.)

( I
D_*r_t from

Same as terres[fial rite ? i ?
GOI terrestrial llf_

AIs_ss_lmlz_ N_ G_

Nlet1|iaJ th¢_a[_ k_•_ lr_P_l_l m ],Zt

I_ potential thrills1
GOI GOI
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Summarizing thoughts:

First questions first to avoid unnecessary resource consumption and unduly delaying a

human mission. Obviously need more research/data to make informed decisions.

Decision tree can help roadmap a research program.

By addressing the issue now, we may find that the relevant precursor planning and

execution should begin now.

E.g. If contamination could go global, and if it is deemed necessary to assess the

biological status of the entire planet (or just surface) with TBD confidence level,

then many more life detection missions than otherwise thought may be required,

likely effecting the overall program planning (especially schedule) for a human

mission.

Anticipates and addresses public concern.

Contribute to astronaut safety - much of the research could inform procedural

guidelines - e.g. how astronauts might be affected by indigenous organisms.

Could help establish a planetary protection policy category to help guide program

development for human exploration of the rest of the solar system and beyond.

Additional thoughts

• "Traditional" national interests may not be the ultimate driver. Altematives might be:

Search for a "second genesis" - not yet fully appreciated. E.g. practical implications such as

medical, as well as more theoretical/general scientific rewards such as significance to

understanding the nature of life. And the potential cosmological relevance: e.g. does the

universe naturally produce life? "Is life a cosmic imperative?" Potential "world-view" relevance

also. If the search for a second genesis is a primary driver, the contamination issue could be
critical.

Other motivations such as cultural significance (e.g. "Into the Unknown", inspiration for

practical and emotional reasons, culture for its own sake), or perhaps international cooperation,

may singularly, or together, be enough to justify a human mission. If we think these are

important reasons, we should continue to cultivate them vigorously, both internally and with the

public, and be a part of the motivation for a human mission, instead of of waiting for the political

tide to raise our boats to Mars.

May need direct life-detection missions sooner than later depending on criteria for assessing

the biological status of locale, region, planet (surface or sub-surface?) - and depending on when

we'd like to send humans. May be more feasible than we're imagining (technically, and cost)

given a commitment and present work being done.
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Additional thoughts con't

• Co-evolutionary dependence is not required for organisms/species to adversely effect each

other. E.g. consumption of, and competition for, resources is likely fundamental to anything

biological, giving rise to indirect effects such as competition for resources. Predation, toxicity,

and general ecological disturbance (environmental modifications) are also possibilities that

appear to transcend even avery broad notion of co-evolutionary dependence. So, the

significance of, and unknowns of, a second genesis will likely call for much caution.

Worrying about this now may help boost confidence when the times comes for a decision.

A near-human/"in-situ" tele-robotic mission could mitigate many contamination concerns,

and others as well. Here is a potential answer to what specific scientific pursuits require what

kind of human/robot relationship. As we are doing with the broader program now, the near-
human tele-operated mission could be done in a "seek, in-situ, sample" approach at the next

level of exploration, that is, more detailed exploration with humans present on the planet,

perhaps localized initially to a human base. If orbital data is insufficient, we can "seek" via
tele-operated vehicles on the ground and in air (e.g. balloons/aerobots). In-situ searches for life
and other science objectives can be pursued via teIe-operating sophisticated robots at a specific

locations from a home base. Samples can be brought back to the home base/lab on the surface

or low Mars orbit, moon, etc., or perhaps an astronaut can go directly to a location to sample

after sufficient tele-remote analysis. This keeps the human brain in the loop, allows for "real-

time" responses and flexibility, and mitigates risk. Humans driving robots could also have

surprising PR value - a different kind of"BattleBots" on Mars? Robots (and humans)

challenged by the Martian environment instead...
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=i human exp 1orati on ofM ars

!Snoo_k: : 2:::2:;222Z.[;?:2_52[!!5.. _2_:_12!__-:::_._._

ects Division : }

"_)i_!i:_iiiii!_)ii;Whatare the Questions? .......

:_::_Key.question

° How will humans and machines work together

_;_? doing field science and exploration on Mars_ .......

Othei*qtmsttons_ 7 7\ "

,-. - 12iowis the Jatrinsie scientific mcri_ of analog biology and geology bcst applied to ....

. _ ........ space explo_Non'. _ ....
--_ }toW are the huma_ factors issues associated with long-term human exploration of space

';..[:[_i[:[ _est studied'? :. -_. .... _- - " " _-

-° ; "_,Vhagrolecan ,analog studies on Eai-th
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Can_we do field science on Mars:.-

. _ the way we do it On Earth? "

An altematiye view is humans merely teleoperating

..... .... ,. the surface.... or Orbit Of Mars ("nearby")
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......: :<-:,..... New-Iecnnologles
• Spacesuits - Can we go from

spaceship to parka? To what extent .........

do we need to for doing Mars field

- science? ...................
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........ " ........ Spacesuits - Can we go from

parka? To what extent

......... _- do we need to for doing Mars field

science?

Information

" Technology - What are

the high-leverage areas

- for [T? How will the

interaction really work?

Wilt field Scientists let

machines make'. •
-4;

; :. autonomous science

I

::: ......... INlo.w Feo.hnn/c cqe ....
_L _ _

"JL _ _" _t_J- l'_ _ _'t _ _LJ......

pacesuits : Can we go from

SpaCeshipto parka? To what extent

-::: ?:: : 7_/:_: _ _(e aeed to for doing Mars field

.......... " Science? _ - : ......

• informatioff -

: ,!nteraction really work?

_ 7Will field scientisfs let, 11

1
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j Existing Analog Studies

:,=_),_:Numerous analog studies in Arctic, Antarctic, desert,

-tmdersea, underwater, etc., most either pure science or

-/_-; focused on specific technology demonstration (e.g.

._g_: N omad, TROV, Marsokhod, Dante, FIDO):'_-_ New technolo ies have been tested primarily in the lab or

HaUght0n:Mars.... Pr ectoj
' ;_)Fleld sc!ence at the Haughton Impact Crater= and sun'_oundings on Devon Island,

: Canada (High Arctic), since summer 1997

.......... International; interdisciplinary team (up to 30 Separate investigations per field ;_:

:;season. typica!ly 20'30 field particip_'lts at a time) ......

Research program: Field science; and oppo_nistic _xploration research ..........................

of field science (www_arcticzmars2org): ......

::!SetESC P 0  M
;:;,_To_characterize those aspects Of the local geology and biology that might be relevant to .: ::

......................... r g_iogic (in particular hy_Iogle) _d possibly biologic evolution ..........

:r 0t r understanding 01`the effects 6t" impacN 6n Ea_ through studies o1"the
,=: .._ time .... : _:_

= _' '._ :' possibilities of life in extreme_nviroment s;. _ :;;_.:_;;.

:;:' :.::EXPLORATION : _:-_ _ @i:

:' 'Z!'_"Operati0ns: _Sim_tlated _Missi0n Corttrol operations :_- ..... ,.........

Intelligent systems and _0bi!6]expi0ration eommUfiieati6ris i001s _.i: :i,i:_-?: i_i: '_-2:

r2 Other:;
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,-and where?

to-be-girl-ifitegrated field science and

_-_-::' --' - .... projects.

With projects like HMP

is a true Mars analog

_ . Const_fifnts-bngize (environmental, logistical)

-::......... Many other"sites of _ntrinsic scientific interest_on Earth -. "- " -

Extreme EnvirOnments Program'?in ...........

gy may provide opportunity for_similar:: .........--(: _.

................. ience and exploration r-esearchprojects:i _._;_-
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Linking Human and Robotic Missions
- Early Leveraging of the Code S Missions

For NASA [nlern_d Use Only

Doug Cooke

Johnson Space Center

January 11,2001

Introduction

A major long term NASA objective is to enable human

exploration beyond low Earth orbit

This will take a strategic approach, with a concentration on

new, enabling technologies and capabilities

Mars robotic missions are logical and necessary steps in the

progression toward eventual human missions

- To reduce risk and cost

- Assure the maximum science and discovery return from human
missions

v8.18 FO_ NASA Intlfnal Usm Only 2
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_ Robotic Missions Add to Knowledge Base

• Provide scientific basis for human exploration
• Understand the environment to:

- Identify and mitigate hazards to assure safety

- Reduce environmental uncertainties and identify constraints to assure safe and
efficient spacecraft and systems

Analogies- Ranger, Lunar Orbiter, and Surveyor for Apollo

• Demonstrate technologies that can only be verified in the Martian
environment

Analogies- Surveyor, Mercury, and Gemini for Apollo

• Emplace infrastructure for human use

• Identify high yield landing sites for future missions

• Provide operational experience from analogous missions

• Use Mars resources to enable human missions (Living off the Land, or
ISRU)

_g, 18 For NASA lntemal Use Onty

Core Capabilities & Technologies

Common System Building Blocks == Potential

(Core Capabilities) _ Destinations ____ _7
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. Enabling Capabilities-The Importance of MassSavings ....

It takes 40 Kg of mass in Low Earth Orbit to propel a Kg of

mass all the way to Mars and then return it to Earth, in terms

of engines, tanks, fitels, propellants, and supporting systems

• A number of technologies/capabilities have been shown to

significantly reduce mission masses and therefore costs

- Aerocapture- using the atmosphere of a planet and the drag of the
vehicle to slow vehicles into orbit instead of using propulsive

techniques- saving propellant and supporting systems

- Advanced In-space propulsion technologies can improve fuel

efficiencies by 4 to 5 times over the most efficient chemical propulsion.

Example- electric propulsion

- In situ propellant production- If fuel is produced at Mars to get a
vehicle into Mars orbit, then that fuel docs not have to be brought all

the way from Earth

• Savings from these technologies can benefit both human and
robotic missions

For NASA Internal Usm Only

Mission Staging Scenarios

SEP is assumed based on non- L _4a_

nuclear approach

Space Station
Orbit (LEO)

Chem Tran ff¢l

EP Tr_nst'er

Chemical

Injection Bum

\

Mars

Lpture
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Mars Mission Overview

Surface Habital and _1 _a__ Surface Habital lands and

exploration gear _ 7_g_;_E_-_4_-r_.,I performs initial _:mp and

aerocaptures into Mars checkout - Initial outpost

orbit Crew rendc-zvous with Descent/Ascent cstabli:ihed

Vehicle in Mars Orbit _hen lands m __

Ascent/Descent Vehicle _..4_t:.J_._.__ vicinlty__of Habitat LanderL

delivered to Low Earth Orbit with "Shuttle _1

Class" launcher Solar Electric Propulsion 30 days provided

stage spirals cargo to High Earlh Orbit.
Chemical injection treed at perigee_ SEP

spirals back to LEO for reuse.

Crew travels to Mars in "fast

transit" Ig0-day transfer

Aerobrakes into Mars orbit

Transit Habitat vehicle delivered to LEO with

"Shuttle Class" launcher SEP spiral_ Transit Habitat

to Iligh Earth Orbit. Crew delivered to vehicle via

crew taxi. SEP spirals back to LEO for reuse.

2;

j to satisfy "long-

stay" crilcri_L _ -

Crew ascend._ andrendezvous with waiting

l|abital _t r Transit tlabita!
#

Mars orbit |
!
!

i

Crew returns to Earth on "fast

i t/ansit" I_O-dav transfer

Direct entry at Earth

=or NA,SA internal Use Only

Transhab Mars Aerocapture Configuration

00'

Inertial Velocity at El = 7.36 krrdsec

Flight Path Angle at El= -11.92"

Angle of Attack at El - 45"

Usable Corridor = IA °

CI. = 1.3715

Co = 2.2805

Lq3 -.6014

WI at Acre.capture = 115 mt

Frontal Area - g435 mz

W/CoS - 597.1 kgim z

V
-9"

Nominal Max G-Load - 2.5

Dispersed Max G-Load _ 3.5

EUipsled Design Loads:

F(x) _ -98,259 kg

F(z) = 390.322 kg
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Complementary Objectives

s
s **

,

J

v818 For NASA Inlema[ Use O_ly

HEDS

Technology
Demonstration

Objectives
increase overall

science return

._ Aerocapture and Entry, Descent, and LandingCapabilities _._:

° Aeroassist is more efficient than propulsion for the deceleration required to
enter Mars orbit- reduces IMLEO for HED5 missions by 30% to 35%

compared to propulsive capture even for efficient propulsion systems

• Provides for less complexity in systems for aerocapture

• Aero entry is required for descending through the Mars atmosphere to the
Mars surface. Mid L/D shapes (.4-.8)with aeromaneuvering provide

significant improvements in landing accuracy

• Precision landing required for landing near

previously deployed assets

• Aero shell can be synergistic with Earth

to orbit launch shroud, significantly

reducing mass

• Can control g's on crew and payloads to

levels that reduce risk and mass of systems

• Automated hazard detection and av9jdance

required to minimize landing risks

vB. 1S For NASA intlm_l Usa Only
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_c, otprir_t ----_

No entry guidance

(attitude h01d ofily)

with optical navigation
(96 km)

With entry _lidance

and optical
(3 k!10

Mars '05 !anding ,accuracy

t

Proposed Mission Sequence

31 Ascent to Low Mars Orbit {Chemical

Propulsion}

5) Heliocentric Ballistic Return Targeted to

"Miss _ Earth (by a lot}

6} Io,1 Propulsion Targets Capture into Very High

Earth Orbit {HEO)

4) Ion Propulsion to Earth

Transfer Trajectory

2) Direct Mars Ently (Mid L/D

Ae_shell), Precillon

Landing w/Hazard

Avoidance

1) Injection to Mln|mum-Energy Ma_

Transfer Trajectory

9) Shuttle EnIw and Landing

r T) ton Propulsion Performs Gradual k Jg) LEO Rendezvous & Acquisition

by 5hurtle J
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End-Of-Mission Scenario

Sample delivered to Low Earth Orbit

Earth Return Vehicle {ERV)
Shuttle-compatible orbitvia electdc
propulsion

Shuttle crew performs rendezvous

RMS grapples EF_V

RMS transfers ERV to containment cask in
payload bay

Shuttle conducts nominal entry and landing

- Containment cask deslgned to survive Shuttle contingencies

- Landing site In remote, controlled area (Dryden, White Sands)

vB, 18 For NASA Internal Use Onp/

MEPAG GOAL IV:
PREPARE FOR HUMAN EXPLORATION

A. Objective: Acquire Martian environmental data sets (priority order of

investigations under review)

B. Objective: Conduct in-situ engineering science demonstrations (priority order

of investigations under review)

C. Objective: Emplace infrastructure for (future) missions (priority order of

investigations under review)

vS.tB For NASA lntecnal Use GriP/ 14
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_-A. Objective: Acquire Martian environmental data sets

• 1. Investiaation: Determine the radiation environment at the Martian surface
and the shielding properties of the Martian atmosphere. Requires simultaneous
monitoring of the radiation in Mars' orbit and at the surface, including the
ability to determine the directionality of the neutrons at the surface.

2. Invg_tiaation: Characterize the chemical and biological properties of the
soil and dust. Requires in-situ experiments. If in-situ experiments can not achieve
adequate levels of risk characterization, returned samples will be required.

3. Investiqation: Understand the distribution of accessible water in soils,
regolith, and Martian groundwater systems. Requires geophysical
investigations and subsurface drilling and in situ sample analysis.

• 4,/nvestioation: Measure atmospheric parameters and variations that affect
atmospheric flight. Requires instrumented aeroentry shells or aerostats.

• 5. InvestiGation: Determine electrical effects in the atmosphere. Requires
experiments on a lander.

• 6. Investiaation: Measure the engineering properties of the Martian surface.
Requires in-situ measurements at selected sites.

_8.18 For NASA [nl_rnal Use Only

A. Objective: Acquire Martian environmental data sets
(Continued)

• 7. Investiaation: Determine the radiation shielding properties of Martian

regolith. Requires an understanding of the regolith composition, a lander with
the ability to bury sensors at various depths up to a few meters. Some of the in
situ measured properties may be verified with a returned sample.

8. Investiq_tion: Measure the ability of Martian soil to support plant fife.

Requires in-situ measurements and process verification.

9. Investiaation: Characterize the topography, engineering properties, and
other environmental characteristics of candidate outpost sites. Specific

measurements are listed in other investigations.

• 10. Investiaation: Determine the fate of typical effluents from human activities

(gases, biological materials) in the Martian surface environment.

v8 18 For NA_4_ Inlernal Use Only 16
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. Objective: Conduct in-situ engineering science

demonstrations
i. Inve_itiqation: Demonstrate terminal phase hazard avoidance and precision

landing. Requires flight demonstration during terminal descent phase.

2. Investioation: Demonstrate mid-I_/D aeroentry /aerocapture vehicle flighL
Mid-LiD (0.4-0.8) aeroentry shapes will be required as payload masses increase.
Requires wind tunnel testing and flight demonstration during aeroentry phase
of the mission.

3. lnvestictation: Demonstrate high-Mach parachute deployment and
performance. Higher ballistic coefficient entry vehicles will be result from flying more

massive landers. Requires high-altitude Earth-based testing and fl!ght
demonstration during Mars entry phase.

4. Inve_tiqa(ion; Demonstrate in-situ propellant (methane, oxygen) production
(ISPP) and in-situ consumables production (ISCP) (fuel cell reagents, oxygen,
water, buffer gasses). Requires process verification with in-situ experiments.

• 5. lnv_._tictat/on." Access and extract water from the atmosphere, soils, rego/ith,
and Martian groundwater systems. Requires subsurface drilling.

6. Inve_tiaation: Demonstrate deep drilling. The Martian subsurface will provide
access to potential resources (e.g., water) as well as providing access to valuable
scientific samples. Requires landed demonstration.

For NASA lnternal Use Only

C. Objective: Emplace infrastructure for (future) missions

1. Hioh caoacitv oower systems to support ISPP activities in support of robotic
sample return missions and eventual human support.

2. Communication infrastrpqt_tre to support robotic missions with high data rates or
a need for more continuous communications, and eventual human support.

• 3. Naviaation infra#tructurq to support precision landings for robotic or human
missions.

vS. Ia For NASA Inlemal Use Ody 18
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How HEDS Investigations Benefit Science

--" In General

• Engineering and life science data gathering will provide data relevant to other science
disciplines

• Life Sciences Data

• SoiI/rock compositional data is identical or at least relevant to local geological
characterization

• Aeroassist/Precision Landing
• Reduces riskofentry/descent/landing

Provides pinpoint landings at sites of high scientific interest

Flying low-g profiles potentially reduces structural mass of rovers, landers and payloads

• Provides capability to return to previous sites/resources

• ISRU

Potential mass savings could be used for additional science, or increase mass of returned

samples

e_ 18 For NASA I_lernal Use Only

. r ..........
Summary

_-;_ Robotic missions are a logical and necessary step in the

progression toward eventual human Mars exploration.

- To reduce risk and cost

- To provide a basis for maximum science and discovery return from
human missions

• HEDS science data sets compliment the understanding of Life,

Climate and Resources

• HEDS Technologies can greatly improve reliability,

performance and science return

• Science and HEDS objectives can be combined into a

successful single integrated program

v_.t8 _o¢ NASA lnlllerllll Uae On_ :20
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BACKUP CHARTS

HEDS/SSE Potential Synergies

Space Science and HEDS exploration goals are synergistic

- Scientific measurements desired by HEDS and Space Science

regarding the environment and resources on Mars are similar or
identical

- HEDS technology demonstrations, when incorporated in the mission

design, can greatly improve reliability, performance and return for
Mars robotic missions

- Science and discovery will be the major focus of both robotic and
human missions

vB. I 8 For NASA Tntemal UN O_ 22
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End-to-end ISPP Production and

Propulsion Demonstration
m

_---Human mission studies have shown that utilizing locally produced

propellants can reduce the overall mission mass by up to 25%

• Similar percentage reductions in mission cost

• Resource utilization is synergistic with othr human exploration elements such as life

support and EVA

• Use of local materials augments crew self-sustainability and autonomy

• Test and Demonstration Characteristics:

• End-to-end, simultaneous operation of resource collection, chemical processing, and

product liquefaction and storage subsystems

• Autonomous control and l_ailure recovery capability for the ISPP plant for robotic and

human mission support

• ISPP product liquefaction & cryogenic long-term storage in the Mars surface
environment

• ISPP and propulsion system integration

• Use ofin-situ propellants for a Mars ascent vehicle

v8 18 FOr NASA tn_ema{ Usl Only

__ End-to-end ISPP Production and

Propulsion Demonstration (continued)

---Demonstrate the technologies and provide the operation

experience required to support a 2007 ISPP Mars sample return
mission

Subsysterns:

• Atmosphere Acquisition System

• Mars atmospheric carbon dioxide acquisition and compression using sorption pumps

• In-Situ Propellant Production System

• Advanced Zirconia Carbon dioxide Electrolysis (ZCE) oxygen generation subsystem

(similar to MIP), or

• New technology based on Sabatier/Water Electrolysis (SWE) or Reverse Water Gas

Shift (RWGS)/water electrolysis processes

• Autonomous Control andFailure Recovery

• Incorporate ARC "Livingstone"software developed for the Deep Space I (DS-I), and
KSC "KATE" reason based control software

• Liquefaction & Long-Term Cryogenic Storage

• Pulse tube cryocooler can be used to liquify and store >= 0.1 kg per day.

• Utilization oflSPP Products

• Static engine firing, sounding_roekea,,aructlt_r use of ISPP productsv&18 24
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Transhab Mars Aerocapture Corridor

-10.50 .....................................

Gamma _- t0.6O*, Li_ d.owa daeoretical _'

_' ; /

.............................F/-11.00 O'amma--'-l[._ , , ,i,,, i-,, _, ...... . .........

-115o .................. t-S-S*-_¢-°reJig_J-C-°2i-_-°r--.
1.1 _ Usable Corridor [

l

-- Nominal Gamm_

I
1

-12.00 ..... _ 1.1..92_ ........ -'.'-I ..........
/

Gamma =qZlff, ..... |

/
-12.50 <]"mtna-_12.48,(_Sc_Sl
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Vehicle Characteristics:

Length = 30 48 m ( 100 t2)

Weight = 115 metric tons (253,532 ths)

:fontal Area = 84.35 m: (907.92 fl:)

CL = 1.3715

CD _ 2.2805

L,,D =0.6014

W,'CDS = 597 84 kg/m z

Angle of Attack - 45*

Trai¢ctotw Characteristics:

Inertial Velocity at Ei = 736 kn_'see

Relative Velocily al E1 = 7.12

kin/see

Nominal Max G Level = 2.8

Dispersed ?*tax G L_wel = 3.5

Corridor Rcd,ctions: [

Overshc, ot Side: 0.40* [
I

Undershoot Side: 038 =

Exit Apoapsis Height = 500 km

Exit Relati',e Veloci_ = 33 I_'see

Assumed Technologies: Mass Credits Taken

Technology

Area

TODAY

Current State-of the-Art (SOTA)

EVA Suit qone exist

EVA PLSS _lone exist

Wireless A'dot_cs SS MDM 2 TbI channel x 1000

+ MEMS ;hanrels Col_Aarltior_al_dr_J

Technologies

Ma_tenarx:e & TBO E_S Reference: PmposItk_ed

Spares spares through light 12A

EVA Ooen loop (0% closure oxygtm and

Consumat_es ,rater)

Sdar Almys Thin cyrilallt_ $1cdlls on potymer:

17% LEO efllciency (20+% Mats

surface el_cter_y), 175 kg/m2

,ane_mas s

PMAD Space station tecbr_logy and

masses in ball park of 1_3 kg/kW

"rhmlnal Control AI.Jm_numba_ey-comb 8gid

.-adleror.i

SOTA Mass

(kg]

n/a

_a

3,100

16_I

130(]0

85O

1900

EXAMPLE MISSION SAVINGS

Curront Masa Mass Saved

Current A_um ptlon (kg} {kg) Sa_4nga {%1

Ad_Peed planetar./high-mobil_ IB2. rga Eidab_shes

llght-'/,_loht s_t, dust res s a_l, t_ghi non-existent

cycle life maler;els, Mars insulatlen i capability

Ughtwe_ght p_ar_taiy, modular, o_ 319 n/a Est#d_shes

c¢bii maintair_t_e, rapidh_eld non-exisWol

recbarga capability

High density MCM packaging, 57 g64 94%

MEMS spad semom, RF MEMS

Com_ le',et mpelt, [tee form 1C00 2400 7t%-92%

_tud_g, pd_ted c_cuit boards

Oxyg_'l PT_'_idedfe-Situ ('_rco_ia 165 1436 90%

Cells), waler _la ECLSS closure.

semi-closed loop atmosphere &

themud [CO2 scrubber & rad_tcO
¸'thin _lrn CutnS2 cell o_ po_yrnec 2200 14000 85%

:18% LEO elllclency (-14% Mars

Isur_ce el_ec_y), 02 k_m2 I_nel

_005 PEBB based technology and 350 500 59%

-aasses in the 0. I<1.3 kg&W range

52%

"hotrod th_m_ radiato_

Agency

Technology
Inve I_aent

(1 -S)
2

v8. _8 ForNASA Int_¢n_l Use Only 26
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_ Assumed Technologies: Mass Credits Taken

.r .

TODAY

Technology SOTA Mass

Area Current State-of the-Art {SOTA) {kg)

MaPs Orbit Propuisi_ CaFtum +nIow-Ma,_ Orbil 1960(]0

Aerocaptuce*

6570G0Nuclear Thmmal A.IIchcrn_cal i._:fl on w_lh

Prop.ulsion" _._¢J_rakl_j at Mars

Solar Array Dust

Abatemellt"

_o dust abaleme_t te<hr, q_e 3300

_r.0v_ (0% e_ciency) _th coml_et_

over loss in 500 days

_ll chemical _njection with 657000

aerd_mklng at Mars

3nng _lpropegante

Ind_id_ally packaged, de- 8418

nyd_te_Jftozen

Cunlnt As_mpflon

EXAMPLE MISSION SAVlNGS

Current Mau Mau Saved

(kg) (kg)

vfld-UD aetocaplu_e Into l_Mats

31-medal P_clear then'hal _ro_sion

)ro'_4des h_ tl_ast arid powe¢ lot

:L_syload cJement s

_ectrostaIlc dL_stat_tement al

)5% e_clency (7% po_er loss in

",00days)

ligh power e[ect_c prc_sic,_ to

_r_dfm-n Ma_

_roduce ascent pmpelt_ts

ocal resources

El_ctnc

Propulsion"

ISRU propeitant s°

_ant_tyfe, dehydrated/frozen

_apa_e of _eing s_ored rcrup to 5

(ea_ In c_p-space

108000 88000

Agency

Technology
Inwdrnent

1

4360O0 221O0O 34% 1

22OO 1100 33% 1

467000 190000 29% 2

599000 201000 25% "2

• Mass e_timates pm..ided for Mars arch_ec_'e

vS.18 ForNASA !nletn_ U_e Only

7320 1(;98 13% 1

Human Exploration Common Capabilities
• _'#_fh to Orbit Transportation Interplanetary Habitation Crew Taxi/

Return

• Moon (follow on) • Moon • Moon
• Asteroids • Sun-Earth Libfation • Sun Earth L_ralion

• Mars • Asteroids • Asteroids

. Mars * Mars

EVA&
Surface Mobility

LZL

• Moon

• Mars

• Asteroids

In-Situ Resource

Advanced Space Transportation Options Utilization

Advanced Chemical Electric Propulsion Nut/ear Therma!

<500 kWe • Asteroids

• Moon {follow on) • Moon • Mars

• Sun-Earth Libralion • Sun-Earth L_r_lion - Moon (fomow-on)

• Mars Outpost

• Aste_'oids >IMWe
• Mars • Asteroids

• Mars

• Moon
• Mats

Com/Nav
Infrastructure

• Moon

• Mars

v8 1B /=orNASA Inlemal Use Only 28
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Human Research & Technologies

• Radiation research and protection

• Zero/low-gravity research and countermeasures

• Regenerable closed-loop life support

• Advanced medical care and diagnostics

Supporting Critical Technologies

Propolsion Technologies

• Efficient in-space propulsion
ElectricJplas ma

Nuclear Thermal
ActvancadChemical

• Low-cost, high efficiency engines

• Long-term cryogenic fluid management

Flight Technologies

• High-speed aerocapture

• Automated Rendezvous and Docking

• Guided entry and precision landing/hazard avoidance

RobusUEfficient Power Systems

• Generation, management, and storage

• Stationary and mobile

Information & Automation

• Advanced automation

• Information technologies

• High rate communications and data transfer

Lightweight Structures, Systems, Sensors

• Light-weight materials

• Microlnano electronics

Sample Curation

ForNASA EnternalUseOnly

SEP Earth Return Vehicle Concept

AEC-Able UltraFlex PV arrays

_.la Heritage: Mars Surveyor 2001 Lander

Hughes NSTAR Ion Engine

_of.A_l.t=nJ_J'_l_ga: Deep Space 1

Spacecraft Bus

Heritage: Stardust
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Mars Field Geology, Biology & Paleontology

Workshop (November, 1999)

|i, hl

Consensus, Recommendations & Progress
Patricia Wood Dickerson

12,+!.,11,' k'rSi?,|+!!!|
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Field Exploration Strategy

RECOMMENDATIONS

• Robotic reconnaissance of biohazards, terrain, local geology, potential
resources

• Safety protocols/contingency plans in place, and drills conducted, prior

to any EVA

• Only 2 or 3 astronauts on EVA at any time

• Design traverses for flexibility in time and tasks, with greater
complexity as skill and confidence increase

• Initial traverses should be to sites of highest priority

Field Exploration Strategy

RECOMMENDATIONS, continued

• When walking traverses are complete, Earth and Mars science teams

should synthesize results, plan extended traverses

• Begin geophysical surveys early, for indications of water and other
resources

• Significantly improve EVA suit and glove functionality

• Develop a new reach-and-grasp tool for 10- to 30-cm samples
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Field Exploration Strategy

PROGRESS

• Astronaut candidate field training -- increased emphasis on sampling

techniques, implications of rock types re planetary origins/processes

• Astronaut candidate field training -- geophysical data acquisition and

planning next survey line based upon results

• Workshop on Apollo exploration strategies and experience, and their
relevance for Mars exploration, will soon be convened.

Analytical

Capabilities and Instruments

RECOSLMENDATI ONS

• The need for specific observations/analyses should drive development of

compact, integrated instruments.

• Begin miniaturizing existing field/laboratory instruments:

Helmet-mounted fiber-optic camera, magnifying camera/hand lens

Voice-operated data-recording system with real-time data display
within visor

In-visor map for locating (x,y,z) samples and outcrops

• Biologists, field geologists, geochemists, engineers should collaborate

throughout mission planning.
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Analytical

Capabilities and Instruments

PROGRESS

• Advances in glovebox design for noncontaminating sample handling

(Oceaneering Corp.)

• Probable test of voice-activated data-recording system at Devon Island

this season

Crew Skills & Training

RE COMMENDATI ON S

• Crew should have twice as many members with surface science skills as with

spacecraft and operations systems skills -- a possible combination:

Prime Role Backup Role

Commander/Research & Operations Manager

Geologist

Systems Engineer

Physician or Medical Technician

Geologist

Paleobiologist

Geologist

Paleobiologist

Electronics Engineer/Technician

Microbiologist

Mechanical Engineer/Technician

Systems Engineer
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Crew Skills & Training

RECOM_IENDATIONS, continued

• Extensive field training -- crew, operations and support teams should

participate in at least six realistic field exploration sims before launch.

• Field training should begin in 1999 for astronauts, mission operations

personnel, and scientific support teams.

• Workshops should be convened on crew selection, on site selection for
scientific exercises, and for recording experience/insight of Apollo and

Skylab teams.

• An expert workshop should be held to investigate the gender and

nationality mix best suited for Mars mission success.

Crew Skills & Training

PROGRESS

• Geophysical exploration

training began for astronaut
candidates in 1999

http:_Tgeoin fo.n mt.edu/penguins/home.ht ml

• Field mapping exercise for

astronaut corps and ISS field
science training plans

• Shuttle and ISS crew briefings

on Earth/Mars analogues

• Astronaut participant in Ant-
arctic meteorite expedition
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Earth-Mars Communications

RECOMMENDATIONS

• Communications network including:

Satellites in Mars orbit for navigation, communication

Dependable communications with Earth, orbiting outposts

Capability for compressing/transmitting large volumes of data,

as from geophysical surveys

• More structured communications with Earth during reconnaissance,

less as exploration program matures

• Teleoperation of field/laboratory equipment, robotic rovers from Mars

base or orbiting outposts

Earth-Mars Communications

RECOMMENDATIONS, continued

• Communications between science teams on the two planets at well-
defined levels:

Astronaut scientists and "science back room" on Earth in regular

contact throughout mission

Science team members on Earth would change depending upon

the nature of discoveries, exploration progress, data returned

• Briefings/debriefings between departing and arriving crews, as

permitted by spacecraft in transit

• Keep the public engaged:

Report mission news (crew selection, training, science questions,

discoveries) promptly and accurately

Translate scientifc discoveries directly into teaching materials
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Earth-Mars Communications

PROGRESS

• Communications console in JSC Mission Control dedicated to field

exploration and training

• Data compression/transfer capability developing on ISS

• Private-sector plans for communications/navigation satellites orbiting
Mars

• Press/public engagement in astronaut field geophysical training
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MARS AND MEN

W. Muehlberger, University of Texas

Apollo 16 Lunar Field Geology Team Leader

"Wherever mankind travels in space, people will always be preceded by

unmanned probes that will provide the first bit of information. But there comes a
time when we've learned all we can by unmanned vehicles. Man comes on the
scene and makes the decisions about what is most Valuable to us here, and that

makes space into a new laboratory. Photography plays a vital role in all that "-
John Glenn, in 'The View from Space'.

Why do you take a photograph? We took a lot of documentation pictures
because we were supposed to. But a lot of photographs were taken on instinct-

things you can't predict you're going to see or that are going to impress you. You
say, 'Now I've got to take a picture of that" or "Look at the way that is positioned'
or' Look at the way the sun is shining on that." Those 'stand-back' pictures were
taken with aesthetics in mind, to capture and document the venture itself." -

Eugene Cernan in 'The View from Space'.

The Apollo mode for a Science Support Room in Mission Control will not work for
Mars. The time delay makes it nearly useless. Our team was available for
instantaneous reaction and assistance to the crew on EVA. Therefore the

Science Support Team has to be on Mars! The crew that went out the day before
will do the supporting. They will hand off to each other for the next EVA. They will

send a daily report back to Earth as to what was accomplished, problems that
need resolution, supporting video, data, etc. etc. In Apollo, that was the role of

my "Tiger Team," who sat in Gene Krantz' office watching and listening but
having no role for directly helping the Back Room. They wrote a summary of the
EVA, what was accomplished, what got omitted that was important to insert into
the next EVA. It was distributed throughout Mission Control- especially to the Big

Brass, Flight Director, and the CapCom.

Apollo Geology Back Room Support Team

Tim Halt - using an overhead projector, kept track of geological comments from
the crew- each was preceded by the MET (mission elapsed time) - and projected
on the wall. With this we could review recent events as needed, for example, do

we need to send a message before they leave that site,

George Ulrich - an overhead TV camera looked down on the landing site map
with traverses drew on it. George kept a pointer on the astronauts' locality. He
also had a cue sheet that contained the MET of arrival followed by the MET for

departure from the Station. Below that were listed the tasks to be done at that
station. As the crew accomplished a task he would cross it out. The map and

message were transmitted to the leftmost screen in Mission Control for viewing
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there. On that map were placed the messages we needed to be forwarded to the
crew. The CapCom would insert them into the conversation when time permitted.

Bob Sutton- kept 3x5 cards on samples collected (rocks, soils, rakes, core, etc).
A card per sample. Station number, time collected, type of material as described

by the crew, was it photo documented (thus capable of being reoriented on earth
into its lunar position), sample bag number, which large carrying bag did it get put
into, etc. He filed these by rock type. This could then be studied quickly for
review and for making collecting suggestions to the crew, if needed.

Dale Jackson (sat beside me) and Lee Silver (directly behind me- usually
standing and bouncing around!) were my 'science thinkers' who would catch
important points in the crews conversation, relay them to me (I was commonly
involved in a discussion with Jim Lovell [Head of Science Support Room- and the

one who would forward our approved requests to the Flight Director]), and have
me forward thru Jim to the crew. Also behind me, would be various people-

mostly geologists from NASA (JSC-ex. Bill Phinney) or NASA Headquarters
(BellComm- ex. Jim Head). Gordon Swann, my predecessor as PI for Apollo

Field Geology, was advisor, gofer, etc. He was invaluable!

Our photogrammetry team (Ray Batson, chief) took Polaroid camera mosaics of
the TV camera pan that was performed at the beginning of each stop, annotated

it and gave it to me within minutes of taking it. Important rocks or other features
were circled, tick marks along the bottom were added so that when time was
available when we did not need to watch the crew we could ask the operator of

the TV camera in Mission Control (Ed Fendell) to move the camera to the object
of our interest and zoom in on it for a better view.

We also had a team of court reporters and typists taking down the entire air-to-

ground conversation and furnishing us with a complete transcript within days of
the EVA. (Weeks to months before we would get the NASA transcript).

MARS FIELD EXPLORATION

t assume that two astronauts will be the EVA team on a given day. They will
trade off with another pair for successive days. I assume that the two teams will
not leapfrog each other but will go on separate, but related traverses. They may

want to switch pairs during the exploration so that each person sees the
relationships between each traverse.

Space _suit constraints will prevent writing notes or looking at stereo photos while
on traverse. The notes will be the astronauts to Mars Base conversations with

the designated CapCom for that EVA- presumably one of the day-before EVA
astronauts. The others should (may?) be doing other tasks- meal prep, looking at

rocks brought in the day before, maintenance, etc. Helmet-mounted video
cameras will help transmit pertinent info back to Base. Video camera on the MRV
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(Mars Roving Vehicle) would be operated by Base and will furnish context for

sampling, zoom capabilities to investigate features beyond the range of the

geology hammer, etc.

In Apollo, we never (with the possible exception of the margin of Hadley Rille,
ever sampled an outcrop in place. It was always trying to sample for context.

Sampling on the rim of a crater on the assumption that all the rocks came out of
that crater, sampling a boulder that we could see by its tracks where it had rolled

down from (Apollo 17), etc.

The Moon is nothing but impact debris- Mars has stratigraphy! Another reason a
human has to go! No machine could do the thinking and sorting of info to work

out the history recorded in those layers.

And-we blew the photo interpretation on both Apollo 16 and 17. Thus, I suspect
that there will be interpretation errors in the maps that we will land with and on
which we have laid out the first set of traverses.

Only reason to send men to Mars is to do science, geology being most important
to me. On Apollo only one man went to the Moon as a scientist. The others were
well trained in sample procedures, verbal commentary, and documentary

photography so that the geologic context could be interpreted from their results.
Harrison H. Schmitt made a significant difference as to the quality and quantity of

geologic information that was recovered from the mission. After the mission, he
constantly interacted with the sample Pl's to give his insights to the complex
breccias that were sampled, photographed and returned to earth.

Everyone going to Mars needs to be capable field geologistsY In contrast to most
sciences, geology is an accumulative one- the more rocks and geologic field

problems solved the better is the geologist to be able to interpret the next field
area. Thus 10-15 years of geological experience should be required of the

astronauts going to Mars before they launch. Now is the time to start the
geological field training of the geologist/astronauts, before they launch for Mars!
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GEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF MARS: THE HUMAN FACTOR.

Clive R. Neat. Dept. Civil Eng & Geological Sciences, University of Notre Dame, Notre

Dame, IN 46556. neal.l@nd.edu.

Humans make better geologists than robots, and putting astronauts on the surface

of Mars will greatly enhance scientific exploration and increase the chances for key

scientific discoveries. Humans can recognize interesting samples and, importantly,

place those samples in the overall geological conte_(t of the particular landing site.

These attributes were amply demonstrated during the Apollo program, as for example

when Jack Schmitt accidentally slipped and discovered the "orange soil" (glass beads)

at the Apollo 17 site. These samples remain some of the most important collected

during the Apollo program and are still being analyzed by scientists worldwide.

Because the Apollo missions were each of limited duration, no instruments were carried

along for actual analysis of rock samples prior to returning them to Earth. However,

human expeditions to Mars will likely involve extended stays (months). Assuming a

limited capacity for returning geological samples, it will be highly advantageous to

carry some rudimentary kinds of analytical equipment to the Martian surface in order

to ensure that the most significant geological samples are collected and returned to

Earth. This paper discusses some of the most useful and practical types of analytical

equipment that might be taken along in order to characterize geological samples on the
surface of Mars.

Some useful tools actually can be carried by astronauts into "the field" as opposed

to remaining on the spacecraft lander. These portable instruments are mainly the

simplest yet most important instruments. There is no substitute for a human eye

coupled with a well-trained mind, and what the eye can see will be greatly enhanced by

having a geological hammer (to expose fresh rock surfaces) and some kind of helmet-

compatible magnifier for first-order rock and mineral characterization.

But the electrical power available on the lander, and its controlled atmosphere

(permitting removal of spacesuits), permit more sophisticated equipment there than can

be carried by a walking astronaut. The most useful analytical tools for the astronaut

geologist are a binocular microscope and a petrographic microscope. A simple

binocular microscope would be broadly useful for examining both rock and regolith

samples to gain an understanding of the components present. But ultimately, for solid

rocks, the ability to prepare and examine petrographic thin sections is of paramount

importance. A petrographic thin section of all but the finest grained rocks reveals in

detail the mineralogy, type, and even the general chemistry of a rock. No other single

technique gives so much diverse information so easily about a rock. The conventional

technique on Earth requires oil or water cooled rock saws to cut a "billet" of rock, which

is then glued to a glass thin section, cut again using a water-cooled rock saw before

being ground to the require thickness (30 microns) with water as the lubricant. The

liberal use of water in this process means it cannot be used on Mars. An alternative

would be the use of lasers to precisely cut a 30 micron wafer from a given rock sample.

This would negate the need for water and allow a detailed look at rock textures and,

possibly, the identification of microfossils. If coupled with a Raman Spectrometer,

mineralogical as well as textural information can be obtained. An estimate of the bulk

chemistry of samples is useful for rock classification and obtaining an idea of rock
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diversity. Use of APXS technology can be made, provided the capabilities are available

for reducing the data. This combination of analytical approaches will yield textural,

mineralogical, and bulk chemical information on the surface of Mars that can be used to

choose a suite of samples to be brought back the Earth for more detailed analyses (trace

elements, isotopes, age dating, etc.).

While outside the main scope of the topic, the following three items are not

analytical techniques, but are vitally important for gaining a better understanding of

Mars. First, astronauts can conduct geological investigations via remote sensing. A

network of seismometers around the landing site can be used for short and long term

experiments. For the short term, simply striking the surface will allow a look at the

immediate subsurface in great detail. This is especially important in the hunt for water.

These data can be combined with the sample data to yield a quite detailed look at the

local subsurface geology. For the longer term; the network could become one of several

to look at the deeper interior of Mars. Second, depending upon mobility, the astronauts

can also undertake detailed geological mapping of the region around the landing site.

This is crucial for identifying potential aquifers as a water source for more long-term

habitation, as well as defining any other potential resources. Third, drilling can gain

samples of the subsurface either by cores (as demonstrated by the terrestrial Ocean

Drilling Program) or as chips as in oil exploration.

Packaging analytical instrumentation for planetary exploration of the sort described

above will require a number of technological advances:

• Hardware development for precise rock cutting with lasers.

• Technique development of precise rock cutting with lasers and mounting the

sections for microscope studies.

• Development of a robust, petrographic microscope with a magnification range that

will allow petrographic thin sections to be examined.

• APXS and Raman Spectrometer technology are reasonably advanced for use on

planetary surfaces, but in order for these to be effective, sufficient computing power

is required on the surface to reduce the data obtained by these instruments.

• Miniaturization of seismometers and sufficient computing power to reduce the data.

In summary, a number of important analyses of geological samples can potentially

be conducted on the surface of Mars during a manned mission. Perhaps the most

important factor involved is having humans to put samples/formations into the

geological context using their training and judgement.
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Science and Human Exploration

NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center
January 11-12, 2001

ASTROBIOLOGY SAMPLE
ANALYSIS

AS A DESIGN DRIVER

Marc M. Cohen, Arch.D, Architect
Advanced Projects Branch

NASA Ames Research Center

INTRODUCTION:

This effort supports the Astrobiology Objective 8 the
Search for LIFE ON MARS, PAST AND PRESENT--
(Astrobiology Program Office, 1998, p.7).
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The essential trade analysis is between
returning very small samples to the Earth while
protecting them versus in situ analysis on
Mars.

Developing these explicit parameters encompasses
design, instrumentation, system integration, human
factors and surface operations for both alternatives.

This allocation of capability approach
incorporates a "humans and machines in the loop"
model that recognizes that every exploration
system involves both humans and automated
systems.

The question is where in the loop they occur--
whether on Earth, in the Mars Base, in the rover or
creeping over the Mars surface.

A FOCUS ON ASTROBIOLOGY SAMPLE
ANALYSIS-- LEADS TO THE REQUIREMENT FOR
A SURFACE SCIENCE LABORATORY AT A MARS
BASE.
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MARS SURFACE ASTROBIOLOGY
LAB
WORKING ENVIRONMENT FOR SAMPLE PREP
AND ANALYSIS

• There is an unfortunate history of the Human
Space Program squeezing Science out of
missions.

PURPOSES FOR THIS DESIGN RESEARCH:

• Substantiate the continuum from
• Terrestrial samples to
• Mars Return samples to
• ln-Situ Laboratory Sample Analysis on Mars

• Demonstrate and Ensure a robust_Astrobiology
science capability from the beginning of Mission
Architecture Design and the beginning of
Mission Operations
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Probably the best statement on Mars
Surface Science Lab activities comes
from Carol Stoker (Stoker, Strategies for
MarsL1996, p. 558).

Laboratory analysis of samples in the Mars base
lab would involve cutting and sectioning samples
and using various analytical instruments. For
geological samples, standard techniques for
determining mineralogy, petrology, grain size,
elemental composition, age dating, isotopic
composition, and trapped volatile analysis could be
used. For samples of biological interest, macro
and micro-scale inspection of any prospective
fossils would be performed as well as organic
analysis, biological culturing, and wet chemistry.
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ASTROBIOLOGY: THE SEARCH FOR
SAMPLES

These environments correspond in the broadest
terms to the three phases of matter:

Solid, Liquid and Gas.

Solid Samples

Scientists conceive living organisms as essentially solid.

The waste products they leave behind and fossils are solid.

Liquid Samples

Levin & Levin speculate that liquid water on may exist today on the
surface of Mars, and these pools or reservoirs could serve as
cradles of life (Levin & Levin, 1997, 1998).

Kuznetz and Gan produced liquid water in a bell jar under simulated
Mars surface atmospheric conditions, at which the conventional
wisdom says that liquid water cannot exist (Kuznetz & Gan, 2000).

Gas Samples

Atmospheric Samples are part of any solid or surface water sample.

In picking up a fascinating rock from the Mars surface, the astronauts
will want to preserve in its native ambient atmosphere.
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LOCATION & DISCIPLINE ISSUES:

• the scientific objectives such as the types of data
the principal investigators seek

• the types of samples in which they seek it, and

• the locations where they expect to find those
samples.

• These locations suggest the environment and
terrain in which the science crew will operate, and
leads to assumptions about the site and proximity of
the Mars base.

• The disciplines for the Project to accommodate
include paleontology, geology, atmospheric science,
exobiology, exopaleontology, and life science
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APPROACH-- Concern that faulty
assumptions may lead inevitably to an inadequate
Mars Surface Science Capability:

Assumption 1 -- Astronauts are essentially just
extensions of telescience for principal investigators
back on the Earth.

Assumption 2 --Crew sizing to staff the laboratory
and planetary rovers is a function of "mission
architecture" rather than determined by exploration
or Astrobiology goals, objectives and requirements.

Assumption 3 --The Laboratory serves the mission
to perform a triage level of analysis, and sends the
"interesting rocks" back to Earth for serious analysis.

Assumption 4 --A Mars Surface Laboratory is
essentially just a slightly modified Habitat.

Assumption 5--The use of a crew rover-
pressurized or unpressurized is just to pick up rocks
and back to the lab for further study.

Assumption 6a: Robot Landers will prove there is
No Life on Mars.

... but if they don't...
everything.
In Situ Analysis

Assumption 6b --Sterilize

Rapid Sample Return is not possible from Mars or
Europa.

Neither is it possible to preserve biotic samples in pristine condition
for 3 years in space.
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Therefore, it becomes necessary to perform
comprehensive, high quality analysis

IN SITU.

Seigel, Clancy, Fujimori and Saghir On-Board (space
station) specimen analysis for Life Science research
(1989, pp. 77-78).

Four Advantages of On-board/In Situ analysis:

• Allows rapid production of experimental results, enabling iterative
research activity.

• Provides a quick-response science capability

• Is critical for characterization of samples which cannot survive
return to Earth, or degrade with time.

• Significantly reduces sample storage prior to return to the ground,
and reduces specialized return requirements (e.g. thermal
conditioning).

Two Disadvantages of On-board/In Situ analysis:,

• Greater costs than performing the analysis on Earth.

• "High skill levels required of crew members" with the associated
expenditure of crew time and effort.
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ACTIVITY NODES--

Principal investigators and their institutions on earth;

The laboratory in a Mars habitat;

Mobile instrumentation in both a pressurized and
unpressurized rover;

And what an EVA astronaut will use in exploring the
surface.

The best allocation of capabilities or distribution of
responsibilities among the nodes often is not obvious.
An example of a solution might be that:

• Principal investigators on Earth select the investigation
site,

• Mission planners on Earth plan the traversai route,

• The astronauts send a Mars airplane (Hall, Parks and
Morris, 1997) ahead of the pressurized rover to survey the
route in detail,

• The astronauts drive the pressurized rover to the
investigation site, and

• The astronauts select and analyze the samples.
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HUMAN ELEMENT 1--

The human element is the essential component
in the Mars exploration strategy.

What size crew and skill mix is necessary to
conduct the Mars surface exploration successfully?

• Who is necessary to perform the science work?

• And who is necessary to keep everyone alive
while the explorers do their job?

FIGURE 2. Example of a long-range pressurized rover
with robotic arm and power cart.

(Courtesy of Roger Arno, NASA-Ames Research Center)
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HUMAN ELEMENT 2--

This study will address primarily science, with a
focus upon Mars Base science lab and mobile field
operations:

• How many science crew with what skills are
necessary to carry out the work from the most
physical to the most intellectual exertions?

• Who should explore in the rover and who
should stay "home" in the laboratory?

• What are the crew requirements for
supporting crew members in the pressurized rover
and to maintain and operate the Mars base?

The nature of sample collection will affect crew
selection and work assignment.

For example, if the deep drilling equipment is
installed close to the Mars Base, it may relieve a
burden from the rover and its crew.
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FIGURE 3. The crew attaches an inflatable
laboratory to their lander to increase the internal

pressurized volume of their Martian home.
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FIGURE 4. Pressurized AP Curved Plan "Glovebox"
Research Chamber.
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OPERATIONAL SCENARIO:
NARRATIVE OF THE SOLID SAMPLE
PROCESSING SCENARIO-
FIGURE 5

1. Collect Samples -- Collect samples at drilling site or other
location. Place samples into a protective canister.

2. Stow Samples for Transport -- Place canisters on transporter
vehicle to carry them to the Astrobiology Sample Lab. The crew may
conduct some on-board analysis to make a preliminary evaluation of
the samples.

3. Stow Sample Canisters for Retrieval -- Place canisters into
robotic external storage.

4. Retrieve Sam_- Use robotic retrieval system to bring
desired sample, place it in the sample airlock.

5. Bring Sample into Lab -- In sample airlock, remove sample
from its canister. Crew members use remote manipulators or robots
to handle and sort the samples.

6. Move Sample to Working Environment -- Robots move the
sample through a transit airlock to the Preparation Chamber, where
crew members examine it then slice, dice and spice it for analysis.

7. Move Sample.to Analysis -- Robots move the prepared
sample to the Dry Lab Chamber or Wet Lab Chamber.

8. Prepare Lab Chambers -- Crew prepares lab chambers with
tools and equipment, maintenance, repair, and cletaning.

9.. Ta.ke Precautions -- Sterilize and autoclave samples, tools,
equipment and chambers at appropriate times and opportunities.

10. Remove Sample after Analysis -- Crew removes processed
samples from the laboratory system via the exit airlock.
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Figure 6. Stanford/Ames Direct Linkage Prehensor, invented by John W.
Jameson
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FIGURE 7. Astrobiology Laboratory comprised of
AP "glovebox" research chambers, installed in a
circular arrangement.
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FIGURE 8. Rear view of a simplified planetary rover, with
the aft bulkhead removed. The scientific sample airlock
appears on the starboard (right) side, between the two
wheels, with its handle projecting up at about 45 °.

The sample airlock's internal hatch opens into the
Astrobiology glovebox, which is essential to handle
potentially biotic specimens in a safe manner that
will protect both the crew and the sample from
contamination.

The sample exit airlock appears in the center of the
rover cabin, with its handle pointing straight down.
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CREW SIZING - Perhaps the largest
unresolved question:

What is the optimal crew size and skill mix to
conduct a Mars Astrobiology and Exploration
Mission of ten days duration, 500 km away from the
Mars Base?

Pressurized rover as microcosm of a Mars mission?

OOptionA -- two crew members constitute the minimum EVA buddy
pair. One is a scientist and the other an engineer who divide the
specialized tasks. They stop the rover to conduct an EVA.

Option B -- three crew members afford a buddy pair and a driver
who remains in the rover. The skill mix includes both engineer and
scientist. The driver can follow the EVA in the rover and use a
robotic arm or digger to assist them in digging or turning over rocks.

__OptionC -- four crew members provide two full EVA buddy teams,
involving a multiple mixture of scientists and engineers. While one
pair is out EVA, and the driver is observing and following them, the
fourth crew member may conduct real-time science investigations of
the samples they pass through a sample airlock into a science
glovebox in the rover.

Option D -five crew members provide two full EVA buddy teams plus
an engineer/driver in the rover.

Option E - Redundant rover for safety and backup. This reliability

strategy could require from four to eight crew members.
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CONCLUSION

NASA needs to conduct a complete Mars Science
Accommodations and Operations Study to
understand the In Situ Astrobiology issue.

Developing the Mars surface science laboratory for
astrobiology and all the allied sciences represents a great
technical and scientific challenge for NASA.

The challenge consists in developing the ability to collect,
transport, receive, prepare, process, and analyze exotic
samples while preserving them in their ambient
environment.

Design research for Mars
requirements:

science exploration

1. Types of analysis and amounts of data.
2. The expected number type, location, depth, size, mass, etc. of the
samples.
3. Mars Science Crew sizing and skill analysis - and overall crew
sizing and skill analysis.
4. Mars science accommodation requirements and conceptual
design for laboratory facilities.
5. Define the demands on the Mars Base and Habitat to support
science laboratory activities and field operations.
6. Laboratory Subsystems modeling and prototyping.
7. The role of Mars surface mobility systems in conducting surface
science investigations.
The best way to provide substantive and justifiable
requirements to Mars exploration planners is to
conduct this design research in cooperation with
planetary scientists and astrobiologists.
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SCIENTIFIC TASKS FOR HUMANS: PLANT GROWTH EXPERIMENTS

Ken Corey

Biographical Sketch

Ken Corey, former University of Mass/Amherst professor, received his M.S. and Ph.D. at North
Carolina State University in plant physiology with minors in statistics and soil science. His research has
involved the study of physiological processes and responses of a wide range of agronomic and vegetable

crops. As a teacher, he has developed and taught numerous courses in plant, soil, and environmental sci-
ences, including a special topics course in advanced life support systems. For the past 11 years, Corey
has been involved with advanced life support systems research for NASA with an emphasis on the use of
plants for bioregenerative purposes. Recently, his work has focused on plant responses to rarified atmos-
pheres with applications to the design of atmospheres for extraterrestrial plant growth systems and struc-
tures.

Summary

The bioregenerative functions performed by plants are vital to the sustainable manage-
ment of human life in extreme environments and will require development of new methods and

technologies for plant cultivation on Mars. Such methods will likely involve scenarios for culti-

vating plants in their own atmospheric environments and those directly integrated with human

habitats. It will be desirable to use low-pressure atmospheres to reduce structural loads and start-

up and maintenance masses for pIant growth. Provision of human life support requirements by

bioregenerative methods, engineering constraints for construction and deployment of plant

growth structures on the surface of Mars, and in-situ resource utilization all suggest the use of

hypobaric pressures for plant growth. Past work demonstrated that plants will likely tolerate and

grow at pressures at or below one-tenth of sea level pressure on Earth. The use of atmospheri-

cally-isolated structures also enables the regulation of plant growth with atmospheric composi-

tions tailored to the plant species. Geometric configurations of those structures will also influ-

ence resource requirements, light interception, and function of engineering designs.

There are two broad categories of scenarios for the use of reduced pressures. First, there

are scenarios that include direct integration of plants with human habitats or that permit ease of

human entry to those habitats. Those habitats would involve the use of moderately low atmos-

pheric pressures (40 to 70 kPa) and relatively high partial pressures of oxygen (14 to 21 kPa).

Second, there will be a need for isolated plant growth habitats that will employ very low atmos-

pheric pressures (5 to 40 kPa) potentially with a full range of oxygen partial pressures (1 to 21

kPa) and carbon dioxide partial pressures (0.1 to 10 kPa). The second set of conditions will in-

volve the use of inflatable structures that will employ relatively thin, lightweight materials, capa-

ble of transmitting a maximum of ambient photosynthetically active radiation on the surface of

Mars. Very few studies have been conducted in either area, but available literature strongly sug-

gests the feasibility of the first (moderately low pressures) and hints at the feasibility of the sec-

ond, though evidence at this point is scant.
A general scientific objective driven by a long term presence of humans on Mars is to

determine the atmospheric limits for normal plant growth and development. Specifically, lim-

its of interest are low pressure, low partial pressure of oxygen, and partial pressure of carbon di-

oxide. As a corollary to this objective, it is of interest to answer the following question. Can
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plants grow and develop normally at or slightly above the boiling point of water? This ques-

tion arises from the constraints of materials resupply, material engineering, and the available

photon flux available for plant growth on the Martian surface. It also arises from experimental

evidence that clearly demonstrates the ability of plants to tolerate low atmospheric pressures.

Very tow pressures (<5 kPa) are associated with the boiling point of water near temperatures

suitable for plant growth. Answers to this question may also be accompanied by the use of tools

of genetic engineering to select traits and design plants for adaptation to low pressure and low

oxygen extremes. From a long-term perspective, it is of interest to answer the following ques-

tions related to the technologicalpath by which humans choose to explore, settIe, and develop

the Mars landscape, tlow do we choose to provide people with life support requirements? Do

we wish to develop and build a highly sustainable system of Martian agriculture to accompany

human exploration and research efforts ?

Plant research efforts on Mars will require further Earth-based testing with a combination

of vacuum chambers and Mars analog environments. Analog studies could make use of a

Mountain Analog Project (MAP) that would involve controlled plant growth experiments in a

High Altitude Plant Production Environment Network (HAPPEN). High altitude balloon flights

(stratosphere) would enable short-term plant growth experiments that test and screen genotypes

for adaptation to very low atmospheric pressures; those lower than the terrestrial analog limits.

During future missions to Mars, it will be helpful to obtain additional information that charac-

terizes the Mars environment. Particularly useful will be a knowledge of the range of photosyn-

thctically active radiation incident on the Martian surface as a function of time, latitude, and at-

mospheric conditions (e.g. dust storms). Also, plant growth experiments on Mars provide unique

opportunities to test plant responses directly to three-eighths gavity and for cultivation in Mar-
tian soil. The direct roles of humans in such experiments will be crucial to ensure success and

the rapid technological development of sustainable bioregenerative systems. The following is a

partial list of important human roles in plant growth experiments. While one can envision many

of these roles also being served robotically, most would be better served directly by people.

Roles of Humans

* Site Selector

* Initiator
* Monitor

* Variable Manipulator
* Adj uster/Tweaker

* Diagnostician

* Data Collector

* Sampler
* Interpreter
* Evaluator

* Reporter
* Designer/Planner

* Interactor

* Analyst/Statistician
* Explorer
* Discoverer
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Reduced Pressure Rationale

* Structural Considerations

Minimize Pressure Gradient

Maximize Transparency of Material
Decrease Launch Mass or In-situ Processing Mass

* Atmosphere Considerations

Decrease Start-up Mass for Habitat Atmosphere

Minimize Leakage and Maintenance Mass

* Crop Performance Considerations

Photosynthesis
Diffusion

-- Photorespiration

Respiration

Transpiration

Gene Expression
Other?

Key Design Decisions

One Very Large Atmosphere vs. Many Small Atmospheres

A. One Very Large Atmosphere

Buffering - thermal, atmospheric, chemical

Minimize atmospheric manipulations or adjustments (control events)

Large start-up mass, mostly water and carbon dioxide

Disaster prone -- e.g., particle impacts, disease

Degree of autonomy?

B. Many Small Atmospheres

Prelude to ecosynthesis
Modular

Scaleable

Adaptable

Penetrations

Truncones provide thermal and atmospheric buffering
Lends itself to extreme environments

Creates resource caches

Tailored to plant (crop and noncrop species) requirements

Degree of autonomy?

C. Combinations of A & B

Concept of multiple barriers

Light transmission/attenuation -- Could be used to provide different light environments,

e.g., grow lettuce at lower light
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Experimental Variables for Plant Growth Experiments on Mars

* Atmospheric Pressure
-- With human integration (moderately low pressures)

-- Without human integration (very to extremely low pressures)

Possible range for plants isolated from people: 5 to 25 kPa

* Partial Pressure of Oxygen
-- Anoxia tolerance

-- Intermediate range of tolerance

* Partial Pressure of Carbon Dioxide

Upper tolerance limit

-- Importance of ppOz/ppCO2

Genotype
-- Food plants (e.g., rice, wheat, lettuce)

-- Non-food plants (e.g., Arabidopsis, algal species)

* Growth Medium

-- Martian regolith

-- Solid substrate shipped from Earth

-- Hydroponics of some form (several options)

* Irradiance

-- Time and site-dependent

-- Should the PPF for plant growth experiments be controlled?
-- Materials, thermal control, nature of barriers, light attenuation

* Gravity

Three-eighths G has not been the focus of much work.
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Reduced Pressure Categories

There are two broad categories of scenarios for the use of reduced pressures. First, there

are scenarios that include direct integration of plants with human habitats or that permit ease of

human entry to those habitats. Those habitats would involve the use of moderately low atmos-

pheric pressures (40 to 70 kPa) and relatively high partial pressures of oxygen (14 to 21 kPa).

Second, there will be a need for isolated plant growth habitats that will employ very low atmos-

pheric pressures (5 to 40 kPa) potentially with a full range of oxygen partial pressures (i to 21

kPa) and carbon dioxide partial pressures (0. i to 10 kPa). The second set of conditions may in-

volve the use of inflatable structures that employ relatively thin, lightweight materials, capable of

transmitting a maximum of ambient photosynthetically active radiation at an extraterrestrial site.

Very few studies have been conducted in either area, but available literature strongly suggests

the feasibility of the first (moderately low pressures) and hints at the feasibility of the second,

though evidence at this point is scant.

Categorization of atmospheric pressure ranges
and generalized adaptations of organisms to those conditions.

Pressure Fuzzy Reference
Range (kPa) Description Altitudes (m) Comments

101 - 75 slight 0 - 2500

74 - 50 moderate 2500 - 5500

49 - 25 very 5500 - 10400

25 - 0.7 extreme 10400 -27000

* abundant terrestrial analogs

* human adaptation easy

* many accessible terrestrial analogs

e.g., White Mt. Res. Sta. - 4343 m
(59 kPa)

* human adaptation difficult, but
possible over entire range

* terrestrial analog limit: Mt. Everest
- 8,848 m (- 31 kPa)

* humans require supplemental oxygen

* stratosphere, lower Mars
atmosphere (0.7 kPa)

* plants & microbes can survive and
grow, depending upon temperature
and atmospheric composition
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Can Plants Grow at the Boiling Point?

The surface pressure of the Martian atmosphere is about 7 mb or less than one-hundredth

the sea level surface pressure of Earth. At this pressure, free water would boil off or sublime

rapidly at temperatures where most organisms exist on Earth. However, if one were able to re-
move the thermal constraint to life on Mars, what would be the atmospheric limits at which

plants can survive or even grow?
Recent interest in a human mission to Mars has captivated the public. However, if a

long-term human presence is to develop in such a harsh environment, it will be necessary to es-

tablish limits for maintenance and _owth of other organisms, especially plant life. Plant life will

provide other heterotrophs with essential functions of oxygen evolution, carbon dioxide absorp-
tion, water recycling, and food. However, until a stage as advanced as terraformation occurs, it

will be necessary to grow plants in thermally controlled environments. What then will be the

atmospheric design for such a controlled habitat? What are the lower limits of atmospheric pres-

sure for plants? Recent experiments at NASA's Kennedy Space Center strongly suggest that

lettuce plants will at least be able to tolerate pressures at or below one-tenth atmosphere pressure

for several hours, provided that sufficient water vapor is maintained in the atmosphere. Since

plants do not wilt, it is reasonable to presume that they would be capable of long-term growth if

provided with carbon dioxide, suitable temperatures, and sufficient photon flux. The limit sug-

gested on the basis of pure water vapor would suggest that pressures of 2 to 5 kPa are likely pos-

sibilities, since saturated vapor pressures at normal growth temperatures are in the range of 1 to 4

kPa. Such pressure limits may necessitate the use of plants that would tolerate low partial pres-

sures of oxygen. Such a scenario is well within the realm of possibility. An examination of the

boiling point curve for water reveals that at a pressure of 3.2 kPa, water boils at a temperature of
- 25 C. Thus, it is conceivable that plants will be capable of growth at temperatures at or very

near the boiling point. Capability of plant growth at such low pressures would enable the use of

lightweight, transparent structures that would minimize launch masses required to establish ex-

traterrestrial plant growth facilities. Given suitably engineered habitats, early Martian travelers

and settlers would then have plants as a foundation and life boat for the necessary consumables

of oxygen, water, and food.

Figure 1. The relationship of boiling point of water with total atmospheric pressure.
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HUMAN EXPLORATION FOR RESOURCES ON MARS

Jeff Taylor, Hawai'i Institute of Geophysics and Planetology, University of Hawai'i, 2525

Correa Rd., Honolulu, HI 96822

I consider two main periods of resource exploration: (1) Near term, defined as the first ten years

of operation of a base on Mars, and (2) Long-range resources. I ar_e that the search for long-

range resources must begin during the first ten years.

1. Near-term resources

Searching for water�ice
Undoubtedly a lot of work will have been done to find sources of water or its frozen

equivalent before selecting a base on Mars, and surely the base will be near a supply of water if

they are identified remotely. Nevertheless, an active base that is expected to grow must have a

well-defined supply of water. Hence, the local and regional aquifer must be characterized. This

requires:

• Drilling, probable in more than one place

• Examination and study of cores or cuttings to identify lithologies

• Measurement of physical properties of the rocks (permeability etc.)
• Measurement of the ice/rock ratio

• Electromagnetic su_'eys

• Tracer studies, if liquid water is present

• Sample selection for detailed studies

• Detailed studies of the local and regional geology

Of these tasks, humans may be essential for:

• Core/cuttings examination (macroscopic)

• Determining the ice/rock ratio

• Measurement of the physical properties

• Sample selection for geologic studies, and doing those studies

• Geologic studies

Studies of core samples or cuttings will be valuable for many reasons, not just the exploration for

water resources and aquifer characterization. Such studies will help understand local resources in

general, such as identifying particularly iron-rich horizons, clay layers, etc.

Resources for Agriculture

It will be crucial for base inhabitants to grow their own food on Mars. This will require

using Martian surface materials as soils. However, it is unlikely that we will be able to take any

random soil and grow plants in it. We will need:

• The right mix of drainage and water retention, implying both sand and clay

components

• Experiments on the value of local regolith as a useful soil for agriculture

• Search for soil additives to increase soil productivity (e.g., sand, clay)

• Search for key fertilizers, such as phosphates and nitrogen.

Nitrogen might be abundant enough in the regolith, though a source of nitrates would be

useful. Exploration for rich deposits of phosphates may be difficult. On Earth, these form in
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marine sedimentary environment and depend on organisms concentrating the phosphorous. This

will not have happened on Mars, unless it was teeming with life. Instead, Martians will need to

search in other geologic environments. Sediments might still be promising, depending on how

they were deposited, the composition of the waters that deposited them, etc. Igneous rocks could

be use if highly evolved so that the phosphorous content was increased greatly. The most

promising near term source might be the regolith because it contains a few tenths % of P205. Soil

processes, which are not understood at all, might have concentrated P to some extent. This will

require detailed studies of the upper meter or so of the regolith.

Aggregates
Aggregate is extremely important when building an infrastructure. It is by far the most

mined material in the United States (2.3 billion tons per year). It is used for roads, concrete,

bridges, roofing materials, and glass. On earth, the main sources are sand and gravel deposits,
and solid rock quarried to produce crushed stone. At first, Mars explorers might simply grade

surfaces to make simple roadways, or smooth paths by repeated use. More actively, they will

have to seek out naturally occurring aggregates on Mars. These will occur at the bases of gullies

and cliffs, and in river beds. The Martian regolith near the site will be the first naturally

occurring aggregate that they will use. Depending on the site, there ought to be a range of grain
sizes and materials. All these possibilities will need to be characterized by field observations and

measurements (e.g., grain size distributions).

Structural materials

The prime resource for structural materials will be the regolith. Humans will have only
minor role in exploring the regolith for use as shielding, raw material for bricks, or a source of

iron (the regolith has 13-18 wt% FeO). However, humans will play a major role in searching for
concentrations of Ca-sulfates and carbonates for cements and clays for ceramics. This will

require many soil samples and shallow drill cores. Although in principle some of this exploration

could be done by autonomous rovers equipped with instruments that do not exist yet, it is likely
that humans will be needed to assess the total resource potential of the regolith in the vicinity of

the base.

2. Long-term resources

Essential for future Martian development

Development of all the resource potential on Mars is essential to the continued

exploration of the planet. We will need to continuously enhance the Martian infrastructure, and

that requires long-range planning. Most important, we will need to eventually export

commodities useful elsewhere in the Solar System. For comparison, LEO has its microgravity

environment to sell. The Moon has a very hard vacuum, huge solar energy export potential, and

possibly 3He. What will be the commercially viable products from Mars? The answer will come

only from extensive exploration for resources, and that exploration must begin during the first

few years of Mars base operations.

Need vigorous program of industrial research and development
We do not know what resources will be most important on Mars. One important way of

determining that will be to develop manufacturing processes on Mars. Experiments will elucidate

the value of the unique Martian environment; for example, could the highly oxidizing properties

of the regolith be a useful property that could be exploited? Industrial R&D will help define what

resources are needed, hence shape the exploration program. Finally, the development of an
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industrial infrastructure on Mars will give us opportunities to experiment with unique resources

found on Mars. As above, this must be done soon after the base is established.

Potential long-term resources

Some possibilities are pretty clear:
• Find rich iron ores

• Discover other metal deposits (Ni, Ti, Au, Ag, Cr, A1, Cu, Zn, Pb, Pt-group,

etc.)

• Organic compounds

• Extensive clay deposits

Finding these resources requires intensive, global geological exploration

We need to explore certain logical geologic settings for potential resources:

• Sedimentary deposits (clays, evaporites, maybe even placers)

• Hydrothermal deposits (Cu, Zn, S, Au, Ag)

• Differentiated igneous provinces (Ti, Cr, Ni, Cu, Pt-group, S, possibly REE,

halogens)

• Search in assorted tectonic settings.

Global search requires both humans and robots
Astronauts will not be able to travel all over the globe. But they can beam themselves

into teleoperated rovers equipped with high-quality vision systems, multispectral imaging, and

chemical analytical sensors. These must be operated by geologists at a base on Mars. The long

time delay prohibits thorough geological field work, though some tasks can probably be handled

from Earth (e.g., doing the chemical analysis and anything else that takes a tong time).

Conclusions

• Resources needed during the first decade of Mars operations need to be kept simple:

use the local regolith for as much as possible.

• Water will be essential, so a thorough characterization of the local aquifer must be

done. This will require drilling, E-M surveys, and study of drill cores and the

properties of subsurface rocks.

• A search will probably need to be done for certain key ingredients, such as fertilizer

and other agricultural components. High quality aggregates might also be needed.

• Once the base is operational and local resources are relatively well defined, it will be

essential to begin planning for the future. An industrial R&D program must be

estabI_shed. This can include experiment done of Earth before being implemented on

Mars. The experiments will help define what resources will be needed.

• A global search for resources must be started early.This is important in attracting

capital for Martian investment.

• Humans will need to do most of the exploration. However, they can be helped by

appropriate robotic devices, including those teleoperated from Mars, autonomous, and

those guided from Earth.

f
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